Abstract

We present a formal first-order theory of arbitrary dimensional real vector spaces in ACL2(r). This includes methods for reasoning about real vectors, metric spaces, continuity, and multivariate convex functions, which, by necessity, involves the formalisation of a selection of classically significant and useful mathematical theorems. Notable formalisations include the first mechanical proof of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in a first-order logic and a theorem attributed to Yurii Nesterov for characterising convex functions with Lipschitz continuous gradients.

One motivation for this work is to further contribute to the automated deduction of theorems involving such mathematical objects. Another motivation is the potential applications in the verification of analog circuits, cyberphysical systems, and machine learning algorithms. Indeed, common techniques in these areas involve reasoning about the algebraic properties of higher dimensional structures over the reals or the extremal values, monotonicity, and convexity properties of functions over these structures. These applications, along with Nesterov’s theorem, demonstrate that our formalisation serves as a useful foundation in the space of reasoning and verification research.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Automated reasoning in general and automated theorem proving in particular play a dual role in computer science, treading a line between theory and application. On the application side, theorem provers are a tool for those working in formal methods to reason about and verify complex systems—a more rigorous approach compared to testing. The limitations of testing manifest in a variety of flaws leading to potentially significant human or monetary loss. One high-profile example is the Pentium FDIV bug which has since propelled theorem proving for verification to become a standard in the microprocessor industry [8]. Other examples include the MIM-104 Patriot Missile failure [45], the Therac-25 radiation therapy machine accidents [25], the Vancouver Stock Exchange rounding error [47], and the Meltdown [26] and Spectre [18] vulnerabilities. On the fundamental side, computer proofs provide a rigorous justification for mathematical statements beyond that found in human proofs. Moreover, automated tools have been used to prove novel theorems where human approaches were fallible or otherwise insufficient (at the time). Examples include the four colour theorem [4, 5], the Robbins conjecture [30], a special case of the Erdős discrepancy problem [19], and, more recently, Boolean Pythagorean triples [15] and Schur Number Five [14].

A common theme among these problems is that they all involve discrete mathematical structures which are particularly amenable to computational methods. However, reasoning about continuous structures, such as the reals, poses difficulty as any representation of (some) real numbers inherently involve some form of infinity. The typical computer science solution is to use floating-point numbers, which trades the precision of the reals for a finite but malleable representation. But the speed-ups afforded by techniques for manipulating floating-point numbers can lead to errors that are fundamental to the use of finite representations for infinite domains. In fact, this is exemplified by the Pentium FDIV bug where the look-up table for computing floating-point division was missing entries. On the other hand, real numbers are undoubtedly useful. Calculus and real analysis in general have numerous applications in science beyond just pure mathematics. In formal
methods, recent efforts have been focused on the verification of analog circuits, cyberphysical systems, and optimisation algorithms used in machine learning. The unifying theme in these domains is that they all involve reasoning about functions in real vector spaces – typically about their extremal values, monotonicity, or convexity properties. In particular, these involve not only univariate functions, but multivariate ones, too.

There are, indeed, several well-established approaches to formalising (in the theorem prover sense) the reals (in the univariate sense) but, to the best of our knowledge, only one existing formalisation in a first-order logic. Likewise, we are not aware of any first-order logic formalisation of the reals for higher dimensional structures. First-order logic is of particular interest because it is sufficiently expressive for reasoning about computer systems while maintaining highly automated decision procedures that higher-order logic cannot provide. How can we reason about arbitrary dimensional real vector spaces in a first-order logic?

This thesis presents the first formalisation in a first-order logic, interactive theorem prover of $\mathbb{R}^n$ as an inner-product space and a metric space. We demonstrate that our formulation provides a useful foundation for reasoning about such mathematical structures by mechanically proving interesting theorems about vector spaces and convex functions.

The organisation of this thesis is visualised by Figure 1.1. In particular, we present the first formal first-order theory of arbitrary dimensional real vector, inner product, and metric spaces (Chapters 4 and 6). By necessity, this includes a formal proof of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, which is the first of its kind in a first-order logic (Chapter 5). We also present solutions for reasoning in these theories while avoiding fundamental soundness-motivated logical limitations in expressibility. Finally, we apply our theories by reasoning about convex optimisation techniques commonly used in machine learning (Chapter 7). This includes a formal proof for a set of equivalent conditions for inclusion in the class of convex functions with Lipschitz continuous gradients – a theorem that, to the best of our knowledge, has yet to be fully published in a single piece of literature with a correct and unambiguous proof (Chapter 8).

Throughout this work, we use ACL2(r), a highly automated and efficient theorem prover in a first-order logic that supports reasoning about real numbers.
Figure 1.1: Thesis organisation. Major theorems are denoted by round corners.
Chapter 2

Related Work

While this thesis focuses on \( \mathbb{R}^n \) from two perspectives, most other formalisations in the literature outline only one view of \( \mathbb{R}^n \) – usually either neglecting to address metrics or lacking in the development of vectors. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, these formalisations of \( \mathbb{R}^n \) are verified in a higher-order setting. For example, a theory of complex vectors with a nod towards applications in physics was formalised in HOL Light but does not address metrics [3]. On the other end of the spectrum, there is a formalisation of Euclidean metric spaces and abstract metric spaces in HOL that do not fully include a theory of real vectors [12, 29]. This observation extends to Coq [46].

Within ACL2(r), there has been formalisation for some special cases of \( n \). The work that handled \( n = 1 \) is indeed fundamental and indispensable [11]. We may view \( \mathbb{C} \cong \mathbb{R}^2 \) as a vector space over \( \mathbb{R} \) so \( n = 2 \) is immediate since ACL2(r) supports complex numbers. Moreover, extensions of \( \mathbb{C} \) such as the quaternions \( \mathbb{H} \) and the octonions \( \mathbb{O} \) with far richer mathematical structure than typical vector spaces have recently been formalised, which addresses the cases of \( n = 4 \) and \( n = 8 \) [9].

Theorem provers with prior formalisations of Cauchy-Schwarz include HOL Light [13], Isabelle [38], Metamath [32], Coq [28], Mizar [1], ProofPower [40], and PVS [48]. However, it appears most statements of these theorems do not mention the conditions for equality. To the best of our knowledge, only Metamath has a statement concerning the equality case of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality [31].

We know of no other formalisations of convex functions in the current literature but base our formalisation on reference texts [7, 33]. Most of the mathematics in this thesis can be found in standard texts such as [16, 22, 42, 44]. Non-standard analysis is less standard of a topic but some common references are [24, 27, 41].
Chapter 2. Related Work

Program 2.1 Cauchy-Schwarz in Coq. Originally formalised by Daniel de Rauglaudre.

Notation "\( \sum (i = b, e), g \)" := (summation b e (\( \lambda \) i, (g)%R)).
Notation "u .[i]" := (List.nth (pred i) u 0%R).
Cauchy_Schwarz_inequality
  \( \forall (u v : \text{list } \mathbb{R}) (n : \text{nat}), \)
  \( (\sum (k = 1, n), (u.[k] * v.[k])^2 \)
  \( \leq \sum (k = 1, n), (u.[k])^2 \cdot \sum (k = 1, n), ((v.[k])^2))%\mathbb{R} \)

Program 2.2 Cauchy-Schwarz in Mizar. Originally formalised by Jaroslaw Kotowicz.

\[ \text{theorem :: HERMITAN:45} \]
\[ \text{:: Schwarz inequality} \]
\[ \text{for } V \text{ be VectSp of } F_{\text{Complex}}, v,w \text{ be Vector of } V \]
\[ \text{for } f \text{ be diagReR+0valued hermitan-Form of } V \]
\[ \text{holds } |. f.[v,w] .|^2 \leq \text{signnorm}(f,v) \cdot \text{signnorm}(f,w); \]

Program 2.3 Cauchy-Schwarz in HOL Light. Originally formalised by John Harrison.

\[ |- !x:real^N y. \text{abs}(x \cdot y) \leq \text{norm}(x) \cdot \text{norm}(y) \]
Chapter 3

Preliminaries

3.1 Vector and Inner Product Spaces

A vector space is a couple \((V, F)\) where \(V\) is a set and \(F\) a field equipped with scalar multiplication such that, for any \(v, u, w \in V\) and any \(a, b \in F\),

\[
\begin{align*}
&v + (u + w) = (v + u) + w \quad \text{(associativity)} \quad 3.1 \\
v + u = u + v \quad \text{(commutativity)} \quad 3.2 \\
&\exists 0 \in V, \, v + 0 = v \quad \text{(additive identity)} \quad 3.3 \\
&\exists -v \in V, \, v + (-v) = 0 \quad \text{(additive inverse)} \quad 3.4 \\
a(bv) = (ab)v \quad \text{(compatibility)} \quad 3.5 \\
1v = v \quad \text{(scalar identity)} \quad 3.6 \\
a(v + u) = av + au \quad \text{(distributivity of vector addition)} \quad 3.7 \\
(a + b)v = av + bv \quad \text{(distributivity of field addition).} \quad 3.8
\end{align*}
\]

An inner product space is a triple \((V, F, \langle -, - \rangle)\) where \((V, F)\) is a vector space and \(\langle - , - \rangle : V \times V \to F\) is a function called an inner product, i.e. a function satisfying

\[
\begin{align*}
&\langle au + v, w \rangle = a \langle u, w \rangle + \langle v, w \rangle \quad \text{(linearity in the first coordinate)} \quad 3.9 \\
&\langle u, v \rangle = \overline{\langle v, u \rangle} \quad \text{when } F = \mathbb{C} \quad \text{(conjugate symmetry)} \quad 3.10 \\
&\langle u, u \rangle \geq 0 \text{ with equality iff } u = 0 \quad \text{(positive definiteness)} \quad 3.11
\end{align*}
\]

for any \(u, v, w \in V\) and \(a \in F\). If \(F\) is not complex, then we may simply replace conjugate symmetry with symmetry, i.e. \(\langle u, v \rangle = \langle v, u \rangle\). Indeed, for the purposes of this thesis, we take \(\mathbb{R}^n\) over \(\mathbb{R}\) to be our vector space and endow it with the dot product

\[
\langle (u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_n), (v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n) \rangle = u_1v_1 + u_2v_2 + \cdots + u_nv_n \quad 3.12
\]

to obtain an inner product space. In particular, we note that one may obtain different inner product spaces by replacing any entry of the triple \((\mathbb{R}^n, \mathbb{R}, \langle -, - \rangle)\) with an object of the respective type, but leave such a generalisation for future work.
3.2 The Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality

Cauchy-Schwarz allows us to relate the magnitude of vectors to their inner product. Let \( \| \cdot \| \) be the norm induced by \( \langle -, - \rangle \).

**Theorem 1.** Formally, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality states

\[
|\langle u, v \rangle|^2 \leq \langle u, u \rangle \cdot \langle v, v \rangle \quad \text{Cauchy-Schwarz I}
\]

or, equivalently,

\[
|\langle u, v \rangle| \leq \|u\|\|v\| \quad \text{Cauchy-Schwarz II}
\]

for any vectors \( u, v \). Moreover, equality holds iff \( u, v \) are linearly dependent.

**Proof (sketch).** If \( v = 0 \), then the claims are immediate. Suppose \( v \neq 0 \) and let \( a \) be a field element. Observe

\[
0 \leq \|u - av\|^2 = \langle u - av, u - av \rangle = \|u\|^2 - 2a\langle u, v \rangle + a^2\|v\|^2. 
\]

Setting \( a = \|v\|^2 \langle u, v \rangle \) and rearranging produces Cauchy-Schwarz I. Take square roots and we get Cauchy-Schwarz II. Note that \( 0 \leq \|u - av\|^2 \) is the only step with an inequality so there is equality iff \( u = av \).

More details will be provided as we discuss the formal proof – especially the steps that involve “rearranging”.

3.3 Metric Spaces

Observe by setting \( d(x, y) = \|x - y\| \), a *metric* is induced. Metric spaces are topological spaces equipped with a metric function which is a rigorous approach to defining the intuitive notion of distance between two vectors. Formally, a metric space is a couple \((M, d)\) where \( M \) is a set and \( d : M \times M \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) a function satisfying

\[
\begin{align*}
d(x, y) &= 0 \iff x = y \quad \text{(definiteness)} \quad 3.14 \\
d(x, y) &= d(y, x) \quad \text{(symmetry)} \quad 3.15 \\
d(x, y) &\leq d(x, z) + d(z, y) \quad \text{(triangle inequality).} \quad 3.16
\end{align*}
\]

From this it follows that

\[
d(x, y) \geq 0 \quad 3.17
\]
3.4 Continuity & Differentiability in $\mathbb{R}^n$

because
\[ 0 = d(x, x) \leq d(x, y) + d(y, x) = 2d(x, y). \]

A function $f : M \to M'$ between metric spaces is continuous if for every $x \in M$ and for any $\epsilon > 0$, there is a $\delta > 0$ such that
\[ d_M(x, y) < \delta \implies d_{M'}(f(x), f(y)) < \epsilon \]
for any $y \in E$.

3.4 Continuity & Differentiability in $\mathbb{R}^n$

When $M = M' = \mathbb{R}$, a univariate function $f : \mathbb{R} \to \mathbb{R}$ is continuous if for any $x \in \mathbb{R}$ and $\epsilon > 0$, there is a $\delta > 0$ such that for any $y \in \mathbb{R}$, if $|x - y| < \delta$, then $|f(x) - f(y)| < \epsilon$. Moreover, the derivative of $f$ is defined to be
\[ f'(x) = \lim_{h \to 0} \frac{f(x + h) - f(x)}{h} \]
if such a form exists.

For a multivariate function $f : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R}$, continuity is defined similarly: we call $f$ continuous if for any $x \in \mathbb{R}^n$ and $\epsilon > 0$, there is a $\delta > 0$ such that for any $y \in \mathbb{R}^n$, if $\|x - y\| < \delta$, then $|f(x) - f(y)| < \epsilon$. Likewise, if it exists, there is a derivative for multivariate functions defined similarly to the univariate case:
\[ \langle f'(x), y \rangle = \lim_{h \to 0} \frac{f(x + hy) - f(x)}{h}. \]

We call $f' : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R}^n$ the gradient of $f$ and it satisfies
\[ f'(x) = (f'_1(x_1), f'_2(x_2), \ldots, f'_n(x_n)) \]
where $f'_i(x)$ is the univariate derivative of $f$ with respect to the $i$-th component $x_i$ of $x$.

3.5 Convex Functions & $\mathcal{F}^1_L(\mathbb{R}^n)$

A function $f : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R}$ is convex if for any $x, y \in \mathbb{R}^n$ and $\alpha \in [0, 1]$,
\[ \alpha f(x) + (1 - \alpha) f(y) \geq f(\alpha x + (1 - \alpha)y). \]
3.5. Convex Functions & $\mathcal{F}_L^1(\mathbb{R}^n)$

Equivalently, if $f$ is differentiable once with gradient $f'$, then it is convex if

$$f(y) \geq f(x) + \langle f'(x), y - x \rangle.$$  

Write $\mathcal{F}(\mathbb{R}^n)$ to denote the class of convex functions from $\mathbb{R}^n$ to $\mathbb{R}$. Examples of convex functions include $f(x) = x^2$, $\|\cdot\|_2$, and $\|\cdot\|_2^2$. Moreover, the class of convex functions is closed under certain operations.

**Theorem 2.** If $f : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R}$ and $g : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R}$ and $h : \mathbb{R} \to \mathbb{R}$ are convex with $h$ monotonically increasing, then

1. $a \cdot f$ is convex for any real $a \geq 0$,
2. $f + g$ is convex,
3. $h \circ f$ is convex.

The proof of these claims follow directly from the definitions which we defer to Appendix A.

Often, convex optimisation algorithms require $f$ to be both convex and sufficiently “smooth”. Here, we take “smooth” to be stronger than continuous but not necessarily differentiable. In particular, we say that $f : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R}$ is $\text{Lipschitz continuous}$ if for any $x, y \in \mathbb{R}^n$ there is some $L > 0$ such that

$$\|f(x) - f(y)\| \leq L\|x - y\|.$$  

Informally, we have the following chain of inclusions for classes of functions:

$$\text{Differentiable} \subset \text{Lipschitz Continuous} \subset \text{Continuous}.$$  

We write $\mathcal{F}^1(\mathbb{R}^n)$ for the class of once continuously differentiable convex functions on $\mathbb{R}^n$ and $\mathcal{F}_L^1(\mathbb{R}^n)$ for functions in $\mathcal{F}^1(\mathbb{R}^n)$ with Lipschitz continuous gradient with constant $L$. Functions in the class $\mathcal{F}_L^1(\mathbb{R}^n)$ have many useful properties for optimisation. A significant result of this thesis is proving a theorem that gives six “equivalent” ways of showing that a convex function is in $\mathcal{F}_L^1(\mathbb{R}^n)$:

**Theorem 3.** Let $f \in \mathcal{F}^1(\mathbb{R}^n)$, $x, y \in \mathbb{R}^n$ and $\alpha \in [0, 1]$. The following
conditions are equivalent to $f \in F^1(L^1)_{\mathbb{R}^n}$:

$$f(y) \leq f(x) + \langle f'(x), y - x \rangle + \frac{L}{2} ||x - y||^2$$ \hspace{1cm} \text{Nest. 1}

$$f(x) + \langle f'(x), y - x \rangle + \frac{1}{2L} ||f'(x) - f'(y)||^2 \leq f(y)$$ \hspace{1cm} \text{Nest. 2}

$$\frac{1}{L} ||f'(x) - f'(y)||^2 \leq \langle f'(x) - f'(y), x - y \rangle$$ \hspace{1cm} \text{Nest. 3}

$$\langle f'(x) - f'(y), x - y \rangle \leq L ||x - y||^2$$ \hspace{1cm} \text{Nest. 4}

$$f(\alpha x + (1 - \alpha)y) + \frac{\alpha(1 - \alpha)}{2L} ||f'(x) - f'(y)||^2 \leq \alpha f(x) + (1 - \alpha)f(y)$$ \hspace{1cm} \text{Nest. 5}

$$\alpha f(x) + (1 - \alpha)f(y) \leq f(\alpha x + (1 - \alpha)y) + \alpha(1 - \alpha)\frac{L}{2} ||x - y||^2.$$ \hspace{1cm} \text{Nest. 6}

The first proof of this theorem is attributed to Yurii Nesterov and can be found in his classic 2004 text, *Introductory Lectures on Convex Optimization* [33, Thm. 2.1.5]. We defer a (better) hand proof of this theorem to Appendix A.

## 3.6 ACL2(r)

ACL2 (A Computational Logic for Applicative Common Lisp) is a strict subset of Common Lisp and an automated theorem prover in a total, first-order logic commonly used to model and verify computer systems and mathematics. By total, we mean all functions map all objects in the logic. By first-order, we mean quantifiers can only predicate over individuals (in contrast to sets and sets of sets, etc. in higher-order logic). In particular, functions cannot be naturally quantified over. The return on this restriction is that first-order theorem proving is highly developed, semi-decidable, and allows for truly automated reasoning. ACL2, in particular, is primarily based on *term-rewriting*, which, simply put, is a set of rules for replacing one logical expression with another equivalent expression. In addition to these facts, ACL2 is mostly quantifier-free which allows it to be a highly automated and efficient tool for reasoning about computer hardware and software systems appealing to commercial applications in the verification space. ACL2 is sometimes referred to as an *industrial-strength* theorem prover.

Some commonly used ACL2 functions in this thesis are:

- **defun** - defines a function symbol
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- defthm - name and prove a theorem
- defun-sk - define a Skolem function, i.e. a function with an outermost quantifier
- encapsulate - hide some events and constrain some functions
- car - returns the head of a list
- cdr - returns a list without its head
- len - returns the length of a list.

Despite the first-order nature of ACL2, there is a mechanism, called encapsulation, for proving theorems about functions. An encapsulation hides certain events (which include theorems) and/or function definitions from the global logic; such events and definitions are called local. Local theorems can then be proven about local functions. Furthermore, there are global theorems whose proofs only rely on local theorems, and not on the function definitions themselves. Functional instantiation allows these global theorems to be deduced for other functions that satisfy the local theorems. Local functions that are originally used to satisfy the local theorems within the encapsulation are called witnesses. This provides a pseudo-higher-order ability for reasoning about functions in general. Details are given in the ACL2 documentation [2]. In this thesis, encapsulations are used to prove theorems about continuous functions and convex functions in Chapters 6 to 8.

3.7 Non-standard Analysis and ACL2(r)

Classical real analysis is well known for its epsilon-delta approach to mathematical theory-building. For example, we say that function \( f : \mathbb{R} \to \mathbb{R} \) is continuous at \( x \in \mathbb{R} \) iff

\[
\forall \epsilon > 0, \exists \delta > 0 : \forall y \in \mathbb{R}, |y - x| < \delta \implies |f(y) - f(x)| < \epsilon.
\]

This classical approach makes extensive use of nested quantifiers and support for quantifiers in ACL2 is limited. In fact, proofs involving terms with quantifiers often involve recursive witness functions that enumerate all possible values for the quantified term. Of course, we cannot enumerate all of the real numbers. Instead of using epsilon-delta style reasoning, ACL2(r) extends ACL2 by supporting real numbers via a formalisation of non-standard
Non-standard Analysis and ACL2(r)

analysis – a more algebraic yet isomorphic approach to the theory of real analysis. Since quantifiers are unwieldy, this alternative approach is more amenable to automated deduction.

Non-standard analysis introduces an extension of \( \mathbb{R} \) called the hyperreals \( \star \mathbb{R} \supset \mathbb{R} \) which include numbers larger in magnitude than any finite real and the reciprocals of such numbers. These large hyperreals are aptly named infinite and their reciprocals are named infinitesimal. If \( \omega \) is an infinite hyperreal, then it follows that \( |1/\omega| < x \) for any positive finite real \( x \). Also, 0 is an infinitesimal.

Any finite hyperreal is the sum of a real number and an infinitesimal. The real part of a hyperreal can be obtained through the standard-part function \( \text{st} : \star \mathbb{R} \to \mathbb{R} \).

To state a function \( f : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R} \) is continuous in the language of non-standard analysis amounts to: if \( d(x, y) \) is an infinitesimal for a standard \( x \), then so is \( |f(x) - f(y)| \).

Some commonly used ACL2(r) functions in this thesis are:

- **realp** - the recognizer for a real number
- **real-listp** - the recognizer for lists of real numbers
- **i-small** - the recognizer for infinitesimals
- **i-large** - the recognizer for infinite hyperreals
- **i-limited** - the recognizer for reals that are not i-large
- **st** - returns the standard-part of a real.
Chapter 4

Mechanical First-order Real Vector Spaces

\( \mathbb{R}^n \) is ubiquitous across much of mathematics. Indeed, as a geometric structure, we view \( \mathbb{R}^n \) as a place in which to perform analysis; as an algebraic object, \( \mathbb{R}^n \) is a direct sum of subspaces. Under different lenses we view \( \mathbb{R}^n \) as different structures and it thus inherits the properties of the related structures. It is a metric space, a Hilbert space, a topological space, a group, etc.

In this chapter, we present \( \mathbb{R}^n \) formalised from two perspectives. First, we consider \( \mathbb{R}^n \) as a vector space. Then, by endowing \( \mathbb{R}^n \) with the dot product, we obtain an inner product space. Inner product spaces are vector spaces equipped with an inner product which induces – among other notions – a rigorous definition of the angle between two vectors and the size of a vector. Notably, by playing with the definitions of the inner product, vector addition, scalar multiplication, etc. we reap dividends in the later chapters by way of short and elegant proofs. For this reason, and since this is the first appearance of ACL2 code, we discuss and showcase some selected definitions to exposit our approach to reasoning about and formalising \( \mathbb{R}^n \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>ACL2 Name</th>
<th>Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vector Addition</td>
<td>vec+</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalar Multiplication</td>
<td>scalar-*</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vector Subtraction (I)</td>
<td>vec--</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vector Subtraction (II)</td>
<td>vec--x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dot Product</td>
<td>dot</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Key definitions in this chapter.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theorem</th>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>ACL2 Name</th>
<th>Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vector Space Axioms</strong></td>
<td>See Section 3.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closure of Vector Addition</td>
<td>( u, v \in \mathbb{R}^n \implies u + v \in \mathbb{R}^n )</td>
<td>vec-+-closure-1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>vec-+-closure-2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalence of vec-- and vec--x</td>
<td>( u - v = u - x v )</td>
<td>vec---equivalence</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anticommutativity of Vector Subtraction (vec--x)</td>
<td>( u - x v = -(v - x u) )</td>
<td>vec---x-anticommutativity</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anticommutativity of Vector Subtraction (vec--)</td>
<td>( u - v = -(v - u) )</td>
<td>vec---anticommutativity</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner Product Space Axioms</td>
<td>See Section 3.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commutativity of the Dot Product</td>
<td>( \langle u, v \rangle = \langle v, u \rangle )</td>
<td>dot-commutativity</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linearity of the Dot Product in the First Coordinate (I)</td>
<td>( \langle au, v \rangle = a \langle u, v \rangle )</td>
<td>dot-linear-first-coordinate-1</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linearity of the Dot Product in the Second Coordinate (I)</td>
<td>( \langle u, av \rangle = a \langle u, v \rangle )</td>
<td>dot-linear-second-coordinate-1</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Key theorems in this chapter.
4.1 Vector Space Axioms

Program 4.1 shows our definition of vector addition, $\mathbf{vec}+$. Unsurprisingly, vectors in $\mathbb{R}^n$ are represented by lists of $n$ real numbers. For operations between such elements to be well defined, the two vectors must be of the same length, and closure forces the function to return a vector of the same dimension. With these considerations, $\mathbf{vec}+$ is defined via a straightforward recursion. In ACL2, all functions, including $\mathbf{vec}+$, are defined for all arguments. Thus $\mathbf{vec}+$ is defined for vectors of mismatched length or even values that are not vectors. For example, $(\mathbf{vec}+ \text{"hello world" } 42)$ returns nil. The guard for a function describes the intended usage. When a function is defined in ACL2, checks can be made to ensure that terms in the function body satisfy their respective guards. This is a generalisation of type checking that allows many simple programming errors to be caught and corrected before attempting subtle proofs. Since all functions, including $\mathbf{vec}+$, are total, theorems about these functions, such as $\mathbf{vec}++\text{-closure-1}$ (also in Program 4.1), must hold for all values of function parameters. Thus, it is common, as seen in $\mathbf{vec}++\text{-closure-1}$, to restate the guard as a hypothesis of the theorem. ACL2 also uses guard information to optimise the execution of functions in contexts where the guard has been proven to hold. Note, in Program 4.1, define is a wrapper for defun that simplifies many common aspects of function definition in ACL2, such as guards. The more-returns section of a define is a convenient way of introducing theorems about the function. Likewise, there are similar theorems positing associativity, commutativity, etc. that are readily proven in ACL2 without further user assistance when provided the appropriate induction scheme.

Scalar multiplication $\mathbf{scalar}*$ is defined similarly in Program 4.2 with the usual theorems about closure, compatibility, etc. proven via induction.

Ideally, vector subtraction would be defined as a macro as in Program 4.3 involving $\mathbf{vec}+$ and $\mathbf{scalar}*$ as it is with subtraction for reals in ACL2. Happenstantially, however, proving theorems regarding a function equivalent to $\mathbf{vec}-$ (which we call $\mathbf{vec}-x$) and then proving the theorems for $\mathbf{vec}-$ via the equivalence is more amenable to verification in ACL2 than immediately proving theorems about $\mathbf{vec}-$. In fact, the definition for $\mathbf{vec}-x$ is similar to $\mathbf{vec}+$ but with $-$ appearing wherever $+$ previously appeared. Hence, the theorems involving closure, identity, inverses, anticommutativity, etc. are almost immediate. An example of this can be seen in Program 4.4. Upon execution of the desired properties for $\mathbf{vec}-$, the theorem positing the equivalence of $\mathbf{vec}-$ to $\mathbf{vec}-x$ is disabled so as to not pollute the space of rules which the rewriter uses.
4.1. Vector Space Axioms

Program 4.1 Vector addition.

(define vec+ ((vec1 real-listp) (vec2 real-listp))
  :guard (and (real-listp vec1)
              (real-listp vec2)
              (= (len vec1) (len vec2)))
  :returns (vec real-listp)
  (b* (((unless (and (consp vec1) (consp vec2))) nil)
       ((cons hd1 tl1) vec1)
       ((cons hd2 tl2) vec2)
       ((unless (and (realp hd1) (realp hd2))) nil))
    (cons (+ hd1 hd2) (vec+ tl1 tl2)))
  ///
  (more-returns
   (vec (real-listp vec) :name vec+-closure-1)
   (vec (implies (and (real-listp vec1)
                       (real-listp vec2)
                       (= (len vec1) (len vec2)))
                     (and (= (len vec) (len vec1))
                          (= (len vec) (len vec2))))
     :name vec+-closure-2) ...))

Program 4.2 Scalar multiplication.

(define scalar-* ((a realp) (vec real-listp))
  :returns (retvec real-listp)
  (b* (((unless (consp vec)) nil)
       ((cons hd tl) vec)
       ((unless (and (realp a) (realp hd))) nil))
    (cons (* a hd) (scalar-* a tl)))
  ///
  (more-returns ...))

Program 4.3 Vector subtraction is equivalent to (vec+ vec1 (scalar-* -1 vec2)).

(defmacro vec-- (vec1 vec2)
  (list 'vec+ vec1 (list 'scalar-* -1 vec2)))
4.1. Vector Space Axioms

Program 4.4 Using the equivalence between \texttt{vec--} and \texttt{vec--x}.

{(defthm vec--equivalence
 (implies (and (real-listp vec1)
                (real-listp vec2)
                (= (len vec1) (len vec2)))
     (equal (vec-- vec1 vec2) (vec--x vec1 vec2)))
 :hints (("GOAL" :in-theory (enable vec--x vec-- vec-+ scalar-*)
             :induct (and (nth i vec1) (nth i vec2))))
      ...}

{(defthm vec--x-anticommutativity
  (= (vec--x vec1 vec2) (scalar-* -1 (vec--x vec2 vec1)))
 :hints (("GOAL" :in-theory (enable vec--x scalar-*)
             :induct (and (nth i vec1) (nth i vec2))))

{(defthm vec--anticommutativity
  (implies (and (real-listp vec1) (real-listp vec2)
                (= (len vec2) (len vec1)))
     (= (vec-- vec1 vec2) (scalar-* -1 (vec-- vec2 vec1))))
 :hints (("GOAL" :use ((:instance vec--equivalence
                            (:instance vec--equivalence
                             (vec1 vec2) (vec2 vec1))
                            (:instance vec--x-anticommutativity))))
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4.2 Inner Product Space Axioms

The definition of the dot product (Program 4.5) is rather similar to \texttt{vec++} in that it is a simple recursive definition. The particular differences amount to returning a real instead of a vector. Proofs of return values, commutativity, etc. pass with a simple unwinding of the definition.

Program 4.5 The dot product.

\begin{verbatim}
(define dot ((vec1 real-listp) (vec2 real-listp))
  :guard (and (real-listp vec1) (real-listp vec2)
             (= (len vec2) (len vec1)))
  :returns (r realp)
  (cond ((or (not (real-listp vec1)) (not (real-listp vec2))) 0)
        ((not (= (len vec2) (len vec1))) 0)
        ((or (null vec1) (null vec2)) 0)
        (t (+ (* (car vec1) (car vec2))
             (dot (cdr vec1) (cdr vec2))))))
\end{verbatim}

Aside from the usual suspects, one troublesome property is bilinearity of the dot product. While linearity of the first coordinate passes inductively without any hints, linearity for the second coordinate does not execute so easily. Providing an explicit induction scheme via a hint would likely produce the desired proof; however, it was simpler to apply commutativity and use linearity of the first coordinate to exhibit the same result, e.g. given

\[
\langle au, v \rangle = a \langle u, v \rangle,
\]

\[
\langle u, v \rangle = \langle v, u \rangle,
\]

we have

\[
\langle u, av \rangle = \langle av, u \rangle = a \langle v, u \rangle = a \langle u, v \rangle.
\]

Program 4.6 shows the ACL2 version of this proof.

Our reliance on proving theorems about algebraic structures via their algebraic properties instead of via induction is well exemplified here. This is especially important for the following formalisation of metric spaces. Because non-classical recursive functions are not permitted in ACL2(r), suppressing the definition of recursive functions on vectors, say \texttt{dot}, within a \texttt{define} facilitates the reasoning of infinitesimals in the space of \( \mathbb{R}^n \). In particular, since \( \langle -, - \rangle : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R} \) is a real-valued function, we may connect the notion of infinitesimal values of \( \langle -, - \rangle \) with the entries of the vectors.
4.2. Inner Product Space Axioms

Program 4.6 An example of using commutativity to prove bilinearity of the dot product.

(defun dot-commutativity
  (implies (and (real-listp vec1) (real-listp vec2)
               (= (len vec2) (len vec1)))
           (= (dot vec1 vec2) (dot vec2 vec1)))
  :hints (("GOAL" :in-theory (enable dot))))

(defun dot-linear-first-coordinate-1
  (implies (and (real-listp vec1) (real-listp vec2)
                (= (len vec2) (len vec1)) (realp a))
           (= (dot (scalar-* a vec1) vec2)
               (* a (dot vec1 vec2))))
  :hints (("GOAL" :in-theory (enable dot scalar-*))
          (:do-not-induct t
           :use ((:instance scalar-* closure (vec vec2))
                 (:instance dot-commutativity
                              (vec2 (scalar-* a vec2)))))))
on which $\langle -, - \rangle$ is evaluated without unravelling the recursive definition of \textit{dot}.

However, as can be seen in Chapter 5, algebraic proofs of theorems involving functions on vectors can require significant guidance by the user in what would have otherwise been a simple application of associativity, commutativity, identity, etc. On the other hand, applying combinations of algebraic rules in search of a satisfying expression can be viewed as a constraint satisfaction problem. We leave this as future work and discuss it further in Chapter 9.
Chapter 5

Formalising Cauchy-Schwarz

The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality is considered to be one of the most important inequalities in mathematics. It plays a role in areas as diverse as functional analysis, real analysis, probability theory, linear algebra and combinatorics to name a few. Cauchy-Schwarz even made an appearance on an online list of “The Hundred Greatest Theorems” [17] and the subsequent formalised version of the list “Formalizing 100 Theorems” [48]. In this chapter, we present the first formal proof of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in a theorem prover for first-order logic including both forms (squared and norm versions) and the conditions for equality. Such a formalisation suggests ACL2 can be used in the various areas of mathematics in which the inequality appears. In fact, Cauchy-Schwarz is used in Chapter 6 to prove the triangle inequality for ACL2(r) real metric spaces and in the proof of Nesterov’s Theorem (Theorem 3) in Chapter 8.

We begin by outlining some of the key lemmas in ACL2(r) that result in the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Much of the proof is user guided via the algebraic properties of norms, the dot product, etc. that were proven in Chapter 4. Since this is the first significant formal proof of the thesis, surplus details are provided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>ACL2 Name</th>
<th>Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zero Vector Recognizer</td>
<td>zvecp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euclidean Norm</td>
<td>eu-norm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euclidean Norm Squared</td>
<td>norm(^2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Square Roots</td>
<td>acl2-sqrt</td>
<td>ACL2(r) Books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\exists a : u = av)</td>
<td>linear-dependence-nz</td>
<td>[5.6]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Key definitions in this chapter.
5.1. **Cauchy-Schwarz I**

Figure 5.1: Structure of the proof for Cauchy-Schwarz. CS1, CS2, and EQ denote [Cauchy-Schwarz I][Cauchy-Schwarz II] and the conditions for equality, respectively.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theorem</th>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>ACL2 Name</th>
<th>Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cauchy-Schwarz I</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>\langle u, v \rangle</td>
<td>^2 \leq \langle u, u \rangle \cdot \langle v, v \rangle$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship between</td>
<td>$\langle u, u \rangle = |u|^2$</td>
<td>norm-inner-product-equivalence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norms and Inner Product (I)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship between</td>
<td>$\sqrt{\langle u, u \rangle} = |u|$</td>
<td>lemma-16</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norms and Inner Product (II)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cauchy-Schwarz II</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>\langle u, v \rangle</td>
<td>\leq |u| \cdot |v|$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditions for Equality</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>\langle u, v \rangle</td>
<td>^2 = \langle u, u \rangle \cdot \langle v, v \rangle$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Cauchy-Schwarz I)</td>
<td>$\updownarrow$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(u = 0) \lor (v = 0) \lor (\exists a : u = av)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditions for Equality</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>\langle u, v \rangle</td>
<td>= |u| \cdot |v|$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Cauchy-Schwarz II)</td>
<td>$\updownarrow$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(u = 0) \lor (v = 0) \lor (\exists a : u = av)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Key theorems in this chapter.
5.1 Cauchy-Schwarz I

Recall that Cauchy-Schwarz I states
\[ |\langle u, v \rangle|^2 \leq \langle u, u \rangle \cdot \langle v, v \rangle. \]

Note the case where \( v = 0 \) is trivial. Suppose \( v \neq 0 \). To see Cauchy-Schwarz I, first we prove
\[ \|u - v\|^2 = \langle u, u \rangle - 2\langle u, v \rangle + \langle v, v \rangle \]
by applying multiple instances of the bilinearity of \( \langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle \). This can be seen in Program 5.1. Since \( \|u - v\| \geq 0 \), replacing \( v \) with \( \frac{\langle u, v \rangle}{\langle v, v \rangle} v \) in Equation 5.1 above produces
\[ 0 \leq \left\| u - \frac{\langle u, v \rangle}{\langle v, v \rangle} v \right\|^2 = \langle u, u \rangle - 2\left( \langle u, \frac{\langle u, v \rangle}{\langle v, v \rangle} v \rangle \right) + \left( \frac{\langle u, v \rangle}{\langle v, v \rangle} v, \frac{\langle u, v \rangle}{\langle v, v \rangle} v \right) \]
which can be seen in Program 5.2. The inequality reduces to
\[ 0 \leq \langle u, u \rangle - 2\frac{\langle u, v \rangle}{\langle v, v \rangle} \langle u, v \rangle + \frac{\langle u, v \rangle^2}{\langle v, v \rangle^2} \langle v, v \rangle \]
Factoring out \( \langle u, v \rangle \) and rearranging via the algebraic rules produces Cauchy-Schwarz I. This first version of Cauchy-Schwarz can be seen in Program 5.3.

Despite claiming \( v \neq 0 \) throughout the proof and, indeed, the case-split in Program 5.3 corroborating this fact, note that the preceding lemmas in Programs 5.1 and 5.2 do not need such a hypothesis. This is particularly concerning for lemma-7 in Program 5.2 since we factor out \( \langle u, v \rangle / \langle v, v \rangle \) which would reduce to 0/0 if \( v = 0 \). However, in ACL2, all functions are total and expressions representing, say, \( x/0 \) become 0 so the algebra remains valid.

5.2 Cauchy-Schwarz II

To see Cauchy-Schwarz II (i.e. \( |\langle u, v \rangle| \leq \|u\|\|v\| \)) from Cauchy-Schwarz I, we simply take square roots (defined as acl2-sqrt in ACL2) and show the equivalence between the dot products and the square of the norms. In particular, we use the fact that \( \sqrt{\langle u, u \rangle} = \|u\| \) which follows simply from the definitions. Which form one desires is a matter of preference but for ACL2 to automatically recognize their relationship in the final statement of Cauchy-Schwarz II (cauchy-schwarz-2), the fact must be stated explicitly in a preceding lemma (lemma-16). This part can be seen in Program 5.4.

To see the other direction, we simply square both sides and rearrange to obtain the desired form.
5.2. Cauchy-Schwarz II

Program 5.1 Applying bilinearity of the dot product to prove a simple identity.

;;; \( \langle u - v, u - v \rangle = \langle u, u \rangle - \langle u, v \rangle - \langle v, u \rangle + \langle v, v \rangle \)
(defthm lemma-3
  (implies (and (real-listp u) (real-listp v) (= (len u) (len v)))
    (equal (norm^2 (vec-- u v))
      (+ (dot u u)
          (- (dot u v))
          (- (dot v u))
          (dot v v)))))
:hints ("GOAL" :use ((:instance scalar-*-closure (a -1) (vec v))
                      (:instance dot-linear-second-coordinate-2
                        (vec1 v)
                        (vec2 u)
                        (vec3 (scalar-* -1 v)))
                      (:instance dot-linear-second-coordinate-2
                        (vec1 u)
                        (vec2 u)
                        (vec3 (scalar-* -1 v)))))))))

;;; \( \langle u - v, u - v \rangle = \langle u, u \rangle - 2 \langle u, v \rangle + \langle v, v \rangle \)
(defthm lemma-4
  (implies (and (real-listp u) (real-listp v) (= (len u) (len v)))
    (equal (norm^2 (vec-- u v))
      (+ (dot u u) (- (* 2 (dot u v))) (dot v v)))))
:hints ("GOAL" :use ((:instance dot-commutativity (vec1 u) (vec2 v)))))
5.2. **Cauchy-Schwarz II**

Program 5.2 Substituting $v$ for $(v, v)^{-1}(u, v)v$.

```
;; 0 <= < u, u > - 2 < u, v > * < v, v >
(defthm lemma-6
  (implies (and (real-listp u) (real-listp v) (= (len u) (len v)))
    (equal (<= 0 (norm^2 (vec-- u v)))
       (<= 0
        (+ (dot u u)
          (- (* 2 (dot u v)))
          (dot v v))))))

;; let v = (scalar-* (* (/ (dot v v)) (dot u v)) v)
(defthm lemma-7
  (implies (and (real-listp u) (real-listp v) (= (len u) (len v)))
    (equal (<= 0
            (norm^2 (vec-- u (scalar-* (* (/ (dot v v)) (dot u v)) v)))
            (<= 0
             (+ (dot u u)
                (- (* 2 (dot u v)))
                (dot (scalar-* (* (/ (dot v v)) (dot u v)) v) v))))))
  :hints ("GOAL" :use (...
    (:instance lemma-6
      (v (scalar-* (* (/ (dot v v)) (dot u v)) v))))))
```

Program 5.3 Final form of [Cauchy-Schwarz I](#)

```
(defthm cauchy-schwarz-1
  (implies (and (real-listp u) (real-listp v) (= (len u) (len v)))
    (<= (* (dot u v) (dot u v))
       (* (dot u u) (dot v v)))
  :hints ("GOAL" ... :cases ((zvecp v)(not (zvecp v))))))
```
5.2. Cauchy-Schwarz II

Program 5.4 Showing [Cauchy-Schwarz II]

(local (defthm lemma-16
  (implies (and (real-listp u) (real-listp v) (= (len u) (len v)))
    (and (equal (acl2-sqrt (* (dot u v) (dot u v)))
        (abs (dot u v)))
      (equal (acl2-sqrt (dot u u)) (eu-norm u))
      (equal (acl2-sqrt (dot v v)) (eu-norm v))
      (equal (acl2-sqrt (* (dot u u) (dot v v)))
        (* (eu-norm u) (eu-norm v))))))
  :hints ("GOAL" :use ((:instance norm-inner-product-equivalence (vec u))
                        (:instance norm-inner-product-equivalence (vec v)))))

(defun cauchy-schwarz-2
  (implies (and (real-listp u) (real-listp v) (= (len u) (len v)))
    (<= (abs (dot u v))
      (* (eu-norm u) (eu-norm v))))
  :hints ("GOAL" :use ((:instance cauchy-schwarz-1)
                        (:instance norm-inner-product-equivalence (vec v))
                        (:instance norm-inner-product-equivalence (vec u) ...) ...)}}
5.3 Conditions for Equality

Suppose \( u, v \neq 0 \) and

\[
(u, v)^2 = (u, u)(v, v).
\]

Then we simply reverse all the equalities used to prove Cauchy-Schwarz I from the axioms (see Equation 5.2) until we return to

\[
0 = \left\| u - \frac{(u, v)}{(v, v)}v \right\|^2.
\]

Since \( \| \cdot \|^2 \) is positive definite, we must have

\[
u = \frac{(u, v)}{(v, v)}v.
\]

This can be seen in Program 5.5. The cases for \( u = 0 \) or \( v = 0 \) are immediate.

To express linearity, we introduce a Skolem function so that the final form of the conditions for equality are in the greatest generality. Skolem functions have bodies with an outermost quantifier and are equivalent to certain predicate formulas. For ACL2, this means that the logic can express statements with quantifiers while maintaining fast and automated decision procedures. The definition of the Skolem function is in Program 5.6.

We also attempted a proof where the value of the Skolem constant was explicitly computed – simply find the first non-zero element of \( v \) and divide the corresponding element of \( u \) by the \( v \) element. The proof for the Skolem function approach was much simpler because the witness value comes already endowed with the assertion that it has the properties we need for subsequent reasoning. The final result can be seen in Program 5.7.

The conditions for equality for Cauchy-Schwarz II follow similarly.

Program 5.5 Linearity follows from equality.

;;; equality implies the two vectors are linearly dependent
(local (defthm lemma-19
 (implies (and (real-listp u) (real-listp v)
 (len u) (len v)) (not (zvecp v))
 (= (len u) (len v)) (not (zvecp v)))
 (implies (and (real-listp u) (real-listp v)
 (= u (scalar-\* (* (/ (dot v v)) (dot u v)))))
 (equal u (scalar-\* (* (/ (dot v v)) (dot u v)) v)))))
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Program 5.6 Introducing a Skolem function for linearity.

(defun-sk linear-dependence-nz (u v)
  (exists a (equal u (scalar-* a v))))

Program 5.7 The conditions for equality for Cauchy-Schwarz I.

;; conditions for CS1 equality
(defthm cauchy-schwarz-3
  (implies (and (real-listp u) (real-listp v) (= (len u) (len v))
           (equal (= (* (dot u v) (dot u v)) (* (dot u u) (dot v v)))
                (or (zvecp u)
                    (zvecp v)
                    (linear-dependence-nz u v))) ...) )

5.4 Final Form of Cauchy-Schwarz

Program 5.8 displays the final form of the Cauchy-Schwarz. The theorems cauchy-schwarz-1 and cauchy-schwarz-2 are equivalent to Cauchy-Schwarz I and Cauchy-Schwarz II, respectively. Likewise, the theorems cauchy-schwarz-3 and cauchy-schwarz-4 are the conditions for equality for Cauchy-Schwarz I and Cauchy-Schwarz II, respectively.

Here we would like to note the choice of classical proof on which we base this formalisation. In particular, we would like to compare its flavour to other proofs of Cauchy-Schwarz. Indeed, there are geometric proofs, analytical proofs, combinatorial proofs, inductive proofs, etc. whereas we followed an algebraic approach. Considering ACL2(r)'s strengths with regards to induction, the choice may seem odd. There are several potential inductive candidates we considered before proceeding at the onset of this endevour. However, most of these candidates inducted over the dimension of $\mathbb{R}^n$ and required reasoning over the real entries of vectors. We suspect unwinding the vectors and guiding ACL2(r) through such a proof would be more onerous than the one outlined in this paper. Moreover, our formalisation of inner product spaces already provided the exact tools necessary for the chosen proof of Cauchy-Schwarz (i.e. vectors, vector-vector operations, scalar-vector operations, inner products, etc.) without resorting to reasoning over individual reals. The precision of this approach is arguably more elegant.

Finally, while this formalisation of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality is not
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Program 5.8 The final form of Cauchy-Schwarz.

(defthm cauchy-schwarz-1
  (implies (and (real-listp u) (real-listp v) (= (len u) (len v)))
    (<= (* (dot u v) (dot u v))
        (* (dot u u) (dot v v)))) ...)

(defthm cauchy-schwarz-2
  (implies (and (real-listp u) (real-listp v) (= (len u) (len v)))
    (<= (abs (dot u v))
        (* (eu-norm u) (eu-norm v)))) ...)

(defthm cauchy-schwarz-3
  (implies (and (real-listp u) (real-listp v) (= (len u) (len v)))
    (equal (= (* (dot u v) (dot u v))
              (* (dot u u) (dot v v)))
                 (or (zvecp u)
                     (zvecp v)
                     (linear-dependence-nz u v)))) ...)

(defthm cauchy-schwarz-4
  (implies (and (real-listp u) (real-listp v) (= (len u) (len v)))
    (equal (= (abs (dot u v)) (* (eu-norm u) (eu-norm v)))
           (or (zvecp u)
               (zvecp v)
               (linear-dependence-nz u v)))) ...)
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a particularly deep proof, it has historic significance by merit of its first-order context. There is no profound mathematical insight to be gleaned\footnote{Or, at least, none that we found obvious.} but being the first proof in a first-order logic holds some inherent value by itself. Furthermore, various applications may be introduced as a result of the inequality. The appearance of Cauchy-Schwarz in functional analysis, real analysis, probability theory, combinatorics, etc. speaks to its utility. In this thesis, we will use it in Chapter 6 to prove the triangle inequality for real metric spaces and in Chapter 8 to prove Theorem 3.
Chapter 6

Reasoning about Continuity

Continuity is a central idea in calculus and analysis in general, and hardly needs justification for its utility. Unfortunately, the dense and infinite nature of the reals introduces difficulty for machine reasoning. Non-standard analysis provides a more algebraic approach to analysis by favouring the use of infinitesimals in lieu of the classical epsilon-delta approach. One consequence of this is that quantifiers are relegated to a minor role in ACL2 - thus further facilitating the automated nature of the logic.

Formalising \( \mathbb{R}^n \) for arbitrary \( n \), however, introduces certain difficulties. The fundamental differences between the rational and irrational induces a subtle schism between ACL2 and ACL2(r) wherein the notions formalised in ACL2 (which we call *classical*) are far more well-behaved than those unique to ACL2(r) (which we call *non-classical*). The arbitrariness of \( n \) suggests the necessity of defining operations recursively – yet, as explained in Section 6.3, non-classical recursive functions are not permitted in ACL2(r).

First, we briefly outline our approach to formalising a theory of real metric spaces. Next, we describe our method for reasoning about continuity. Finally, we conclude with a short discussion about non-classical recursive functions.

### 6.1 Metric Space Axioms

Observe

\[
d_2(x, y) = \|x - y\|_2 = \sqrt{\langle x - y, x - y \rangle}.
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>ACL2 Name</th>
<th>Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Euclidean Metric</td>
<td>eu-metric</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euclidean Norm</td>
<td>eu-norm</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euclidean Metric Squared</td>
<td>metric^2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Norm</td>
<td>max-abs-reals</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Key definitions in this chapter.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theorem</th>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>ACL2 Name</th>
<th>Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metric Space Axioms</td>
<td>See Section 3.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norm Infinitesimal implies Maximum Infinitesimal</td>
<td>$|x|$ infinitesimal $\Downarrow$ $\max_i</td>
<td>x_i</td>
<td>$ infinitesimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norm Infinitesimal implies Entries Infinitesimal</td>
<td>$|x|$ infinitesimal $\Downarrow$ $</td>
<td>x_i</td>
<td>$ infinitesimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metric Infinitesimal implies Difference of Entries Infinitesimal</td>
<td>$|x - y|$ infinitesimal $\Downarrow$ $</td>
<td>x_i - y_i</td>
<td>$ infinitesimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f(x) = x_1 + x_2 + x_3$ is Uniformly Continuous</td>
<td>$|x - y|$ infinitesimal $\Downarrow$ $</td>
<td>f(x) - f(y)</td>
<td>$ infinitesimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g(x) = x_1x_2$ is Continuous</td>
<td>For standard $x$, $|x - y|$ infinitesimal $\Downarrow$ $</td>
<td>g(x) - g(y)</td>
<td>$ infinitesimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuity / Uniform Continuity of Other Various Functions</td>
<td>See Section 6.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Key theorems in this chapter.
6.1. Metric Space Axioms

Proving theorems regarding metrics reduces to proving theorems about the norm from which the metric is induced. Likewise, proving theorems involving norms can be reduced to proving properties of the inner product underlining the norm. The process of formalisation, then, should ideally define the metric via the norm, and the norm should be defined via the inner product. This is useful for proving properties such as positive-definiteness of both the metric and the norm, e.g. if

\[ \langle u, u \rangle \geq 0 \] 

with equality iff \( u = 0 \), then the same applies for

\[ \|x\|_2 = \sqrt{\langle x, x \rangle} \geq 0 \]

and

\[ d_2(x, y) = \|x - y\|_2 = \sqrt{\langle x - y, x - y \rangle} \geq 0. \]

However, as exemplified by \texttt{vec--} and \texttt{vec--x}, the obvious sequence is not necessarily the easiest. Indeed, not only is it simpler to prove theorems on functions equivalent to the desired functions, we also prove properties of similar functions not equivalent to the desired functions but such that if the properties hold for the similar functions, then they also hold for the desired functions.

For example, suppose we wish to define commutativity for the Euclidean metric \texttt{eu-metric}. The elegant form of \texttt{eu-metric} can be seen in Program 6.1 and the elegant form of the Euclidean norm \texttt{eu-norm} can be seen in Program 6.2.

Program 6.1 The Euclidean metric.

(dfun eu-metric (u v)
  (eu-norm (vec-- u v)))

Program 6.2 The Euclidean norm.

(dfun eu-norm (u)
  (acl2-sqrt (dot u u)))

Now recall \texttt{(vec-- x y)} is a macro for \texttt{(vec+ x (scalar-- *-1 y))} and, together with an instance of \texttt{acl2-sqrt}, passing the proofs for commutativity require a non-trivial amount of provided hints and user guidance.
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Instead, define a recursive function \( \text{metric}^2 \) which is the square of the norm of the difference of two vectors (which is equivalent to the square of the Euclidean metric, i.e. \( \|x - y\|_2^2 \)). Moreover, proving those equivalences simply amounts to unwinding the definitions. Having established

\[
\|x - y\|_2^2 = \|y - x\|_2^2,
\]

it follows that

\[
d_2(x, y) = \sqrt{\|x - y\|_2^2} = \sqrt{\|y - x\|_2^2} = d_2(y, x).
\]

Hence, commutativity for Euclidean metric is proven.

The triangle inequality follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality with a bit of algebraic coaxing.

6.2 Continuity \( \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R} \)

To showcase continuity, let us begin with an enlightening example. Recall the non-standard analysis definition of continuity for a function \( f : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R} \) stated in the language of non-standard analysis: if \( d_2(x, y) \) is an infinitesimal for a standard \( x \), then so is \( f(x) - f(y) \). Take \( f(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i \). It is clear that \( f \) is continuous in our usual theory of classical real analysis. However, we must translate into the language of infinitesimals. By hypothesis,

\[
d_2(x, y) = \|x - y\|_2 = \sqrt{(x_1 - y_1)^2 + (x_2 - y_2)^2 + \cdots + (x_n - y_n)^2} \tag{6.7}
\]

is an infinitesimal. We would like to show that

\[
f(x) - f(y) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i - \sum_{i=1}^{n} y_i = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - y_i) \tag{6.8}
\]

is also an infinitesimal. Indeed, by Equation 6.7 we see that each \( x_i - y_i \) must be an infinitesimal since otherwise \( d_2(x, y) \) wouldn’t be an infinitesimal. Because the RHS of Equation 6.8 is a finite sum of infinitesimals, so is \( f(x) - f(y) \) as desired.

Often, the line of reasoning for proving such a multivariate function to be continuous can be visualised as follows:

\[
d_2(x, y) \text{ infinitesimal} \quad \rightarrow \quad |x_i - y_i| \text{ infinitesimal} \quad \rightarrow \quad |f(x) - f(y)| \text{ infinitesimal}.
\]

Showing the second arrow depends on the definition of the function (and is, of course, false for discontinuous functions). This leaves the first arrow and two motivating questions:
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1. How do we make ACL2(r) recognize \( x_i - y_i \) are infinitesimals from \( d_2(x, y) \) being infinitesimal?

2. How do we state “all \( x_i - y_i \) are infinitesimals”?

To answer the first question, observe for any vector \( z \) and \( i \leq n \),

\[
\|z\|_2 = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} z_i^2} \geq \max_i |z_i| \geq |z_i|.
\]

Setting \( z = x - y \), we see that if the norm is an infinitesimal, then so must each entry of the vector. By introducing an ACL2(r) function, say \texttt{max-abs-reals}, equivalent to \( \max_i \), and reasoning over the arbitrariness of \( i \) instead of over the length of \( x \) and \( y \), we may exhibit the infinitesimal-ness of any entry in \( x - y \) as seen in Program 6.3. Note that the converse of \texttt{eu-norm-i-small-implies-elements-i-small} in Program 6.3 e.g. a theorem of the form

\[
(\text{implies} \ (\text{i-small} \ \langle \text{ninth} \ i \ \text{vec} \rangle) \ (\text{i-small} \ \langle \text{eu-norm} \ \text{vec} \rangle))
\]

is not particularly useful since this reverses the line of reasoning above for showing multivariate functions are continuous. Moreover, since \texttt{eu-norm} is defined recursively on the entries of a vector which, in this case, are all infinitesimal, proving such a theorem would encounter the issues outlined in Section 6.3.

To address the second question, one could imagine a recognizer for vectors with infinitesimal entries – such a recognizer is depicted in Program 6.4. However, this recognizer would be recursive on the entries of the vector with each recursive step invoking the non-classical recognizer \texttt{i-small} for infinitesimal reals. Because non-classical recursive functions are forbidden, so is the suggested recognizer. We considered using a Skolem function, but to remain consistent with \texttt{eu-norm-i-small-implies-elements-i-small} in Program 6.3, we opted for a theorem positing the condition for an arbitrary index \( i \) as seen in Program 6.5 instead.

To see \texttt{eu-metric-i-small-implies-difference-of-entries-i-small} in action, consider once again the example of \( f(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i \). If \( n = 3 \) and \texttt{sum} is the ACL2(r) function equivalent to \( f \), then Program 6.6 proves continuity for \texttt{sum} – in fact, it is \textit{uniformly continuous} since we do not hypothesise \( x \) is standard.

Other examples of functions with proofs of continuity in ACL2(r) include the Euclidean norm (and its square), the dot product with one coordinate fixed, and the function \( g(x, y) = xy \).
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**Program 6.3** Showing arbitrary entries of a vector are infinitesimal via the maximum element.

```lisp
(define max-abs-reals ((vec real-listp))
  ...
  (b* (((unless (consp vec)) 0)
       ((cons hd tl) vec)
       ((unless (realp hd)) 0))
       (max (abs hd) (max-abs-reals tl))...)
```

```lisp
(defthm eu-norm-i-small-implies-max-abs-reals-i-small
  (implies (and (real-listp vec) (i-small (eu-norm vec)))
           (i-small (max-abs-reals vec))))
```

```lisp
(defthm eu-norm-i-small-implies-elements-i-small
  (implies (and (real-listp vec) (i-small (eu-norm vec))
               (natp i) (< i (len vec)))
           (i-small (nth i vec))))
```

**Program 6.4** A fantastical recognizer for vectors with infinitesimal entries that doesn’t exist.

```lisp
(defun i-small-vecp (x)
  (cond ((null x) t)
       ((not (real-listp x)) nil)
       (t (and (i-small (car x)) (i-small-vecp (cdr x))))))
```

**Program 6.5** A theorem positing the infinitesimalness of arbitrary entries in $x - y$.

```lisp
(defthm eu-metric-i-small-implies-difference-of-entries-i-small
  (implies (and (real-listp x) (real-listp y) (= (len y) (len x))
               (i-small (eu-metric x y)) (natp i) (< i (len x)))
           (i-small (- (nth i x) (nth i y))) ...)
```
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Program 6.6 A theorem positing \texttt{sum} is continuous.

\begin{verbatim}
(defthm sum-is-continuous
 (implies (and (real-listp x) (real-listp y)
 (= (len x) 3) (= (len y) (len x))
 (i-small (eu-metric x y)))
 (i-small (- (sum x) (sum y))))...)
\end{verbatim}

Program 6.7 The function \(g(x, y) = xy\) is continuous.

\begin{verbatim}
(defun prod (x)
 (* (nth 0 x) (nth 1 x)))
...
(defthm prod-is-continuous
 (implies (and (real-listp x) (real-listp y)
 (= (len x) 2) (= (len y) (len x))
 (i-limited (eu-norm x)) (i-limited (eu-norm y))
 (i-small (eu-metric x y)))
 (i-small (- (prod x) (prod y))))...)
\end{verbatim}

6.3 Why are Non-classical Recursive Functions Prohibited?

This chapter is significant because it provides a method for reasoning about continuity in a logic where non-classical recursive functions are prohibited. So why are they prohibited? Simply, the introduction of such functions will also introduce inconsistency into the logic of ACL2(r). In particular, it is possible to define a function that violates the rules of non-standard analysis. The following example comes from Ruben Gamboa in a personal communication on March 1, 2018 [10].

Program 6.8 An impossible function in ACL2(r).

\begin{verbatim}
(defun f (n)
 (cond ((zp n) 0)
       ((standardp n) n)
       (t (f (-1 n)))))
\end{verbatim}

For example, consider the hypothetical function defined in Program 6.8.
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Suppose $f$ terminates. If $n$ is standard, then $f$ returns it without issue. If $n$ is infinite, then $f$ returns the largest standard number. However, this is impossible since such a number does not exist and, if $n$ is infinite, so is $(-1 \cdot n)$ which means $f$ should not have terminated anyways. Moreover, this applies if $n$ is any non-standard hyperreal since if $n = st(n) + \epsilon$ is equivalent to $n$ and $\epsilon > 0$ is an infinitesimal, then $n - 1 = st(n - 1) + \epsilon$ is not standard either.

The apparent issue with $f$ is that its measure is non-standard. If the measure of a function can be proven to be standard, then a recursive non-classical function could be conceded. However, in practice, such a proof would likely be involved. Moreover, there are many non-obvious results in analysis and proving the measure of a non-classical recursive function to be standard does not preclude the existence of other even more subtle logical issues. A more detailed exploration of these issues is beyond the scope of this thesis but the interested reader can find a collection of counterexamples in analysis in [6].
Chapter 7

Mechanical Multivariate Convex Functions

Convex optimisation is a branch of applied mathematics that finds widespread use in financial modelling, operations research, machine learning, and many other fields. Algorithms for convex optimisation often have many parameters that can be tuned to improve performance. However, a choice of parameter values that produces good performance on a set of test cases may suffer from poor convergence or non-convergence in other cases. Hand written proofs for convergence properties often include simplifying assumptions to make the reasoning tractable. This motivates using machine generated and/or verified proofs for the convergence and performance of these algorithms. Once an initial proof has been completed, the hope is that simplifying assumptions can be incrementally relaxed or removed to justify progressively more aggressive implementations. These observations motivate our exploration of convex functions within ACL2(r).

In this chapter, we present example proofs of convexity for some simple functions and some basic theorems of convex optimisation. Moreover, we use these results to prove a major theorem in the next chapter.

7.1 Example Functions

In this section, we provide some selected examples of formalised theorems involving convex functions. The formalised proofs follow almost directly those of the informal proofs. For the sake of exposition, the proof for the first theorem is outlined but the rest are omitted for the sake of brevity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>ACL2 Name</th>
<th>Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Square Function</td>
<td>square-fn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convex Function (Witness)</td>
<td>cvfn-1</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: Key definitions in this chapter.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theorem</th>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>ACL2 Name</th>
<th>Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$f(x) = x^2$ is Convex</td>
<td>$f(\alpha x + (1 - \alpha)y) \leq \alpha f(x) + (1 - \alpha)f(y)$</td>
<td>square-fn-is-convex</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$| \cdot |$ is Convex.</td>
<td>$|\alpha x + (1 - \alpha)y| \leq \alpha|x| + (1 - \alpha)|y|$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$| \cdot |^2$ is Convex</td>
<td>$|\alpha x + (1 - \alpha)y|^2 \leq \alpha|x|^2 + (1 - \alpha)|y|^2$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closure of Convexity under (Non-negative)</td>
<td>$f$ convex, $a \geq 0 \implies a \cdot f$ convex</td>
<td>a-*-cvfn-1-convex</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalar Multiplication</td>
<td>$f, g$ convex $\implies f + g$ convex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closure of Convexity under Addition</td>
<td>$f, g$ convex $\implies f + g$ convex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closure of Convexity under Composition</td>
<td>$\forall n : \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}, g : \mathbb{R} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ convex with $g$ non-decreasing $g \circ f$ convex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudo triangle inequality</td>
<td>$\alpha(1 - \alpha)|x - y|^2 \leq \alpha|x|^2 + (1 - \alpha)|y|^2$</td>
<td>pseudo-triangle-inequality</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.2: Key theorems in this chapter.
7.2. Reasoning about Convexity

The first is a simple theorem positing the convexity of the square function. Recall from Equation 3.23 that a function \( f \) is convex if for \( \alpha \in [0,1] \),

\[
\alpha f(x) + (1 - \alpha) f(x) \geq f(\alpha x + (1 - \alpha) y) \tag{3.23}
\]

Then, the function \( f(x) = x^2 \) is convex because

\[
ax^2 + (1 - \alpha)y^2 - (ax + (1 - \alpha)y)^2 = \alpha(1 - \alpha)(x^2 - 2xy + y^2) = \alpha(1 - \alpha)(x - y)^2 \geq 0. \tag{7.1}
\]

We first define a square function: \((\text{defun square-fn } (x) (* (realfix x) (realfix x)))\). The chain of equalities in Equation 7.1 is immediately recognized by ACL2. The inequality in Equation 7.1 also passes without issue. The convexity of \( \text{square-fn} \) then follows from a simple application of the two lemmas. This entire proof is in Program 7.1.

Other functions for which convexity is exhibited include the Euclidean norm \( \| \cdot \|_2 \) and its square \( \| \cdot \|_2^2 \).

### 7.2 Reasoning about Convexity

Also formalised is a proof of each of the statements in Theorem 2. Here we outline the proof of the convexity of \( a \cdot f \) given that \( a \geq 0 \) and \( f \) is convex. The rest are similar. Moreover, the approach we take resembles our approach to formalising Theorem 3 albeit much simpler. In particular, to reason about functions, we use the technique of encapsulation to first prove the desired theorem for a witness function. Functional instantiation then provides a method for reasoning about functions in general. Our witness, \( cvfn-1 \), is a constant function and so is clearly convex. This can be seen in Program 7.2.

Explicitly, \( a \cdot f \) is convex because

\[
a f(ax + (1 - \alpha)y) \leq a(\alpha f(x) + (1 - \alpha)f(y)) = \alpha(af(x)) + (1 - \alpha)(af(y)). \tag{7.2}
\]

In particular, we invoke convexity and need to distribute \( a \). Moreover, this line of reasoning is not dependent on the definition of \( f \) so we may disable the definition of \( cvfn-1 \) in Program 7.2. This can be seen in Program 7.3. We omit the formal proofs for the other claims of Theorem 2.

The encapsulation in Programs 7.2 and 7.3 deserves further elucidation. In ACL2, encapsulation is used to hide events from the “outside” logical world and (sometimes) introduce constrained functions. Local theorems
7.2. Reasoning about Convexity

Program 7.1 $f(x) = x^2$ is convex.

(encapsulate
 nil

;; $ax^2 + (1-a)y^2 - (ax + (1-a)y)^2 = a(1-a)(x-y)^2$
(local (defthm lemma-1
  (implies (and (realp x) (realp y) (realp a) (<= 0 a) (<= a 1))
    (equal (- (+ (* a (square-fn x))
              (* (- 1 a) (square-fn y)))
            (square-fn (+ (* a x) (* (- 1 a) y))))
          (* a (- 1 a) (square-fn (- x y))))))

(defthm square-fn-positivity (<= 0 (square-fn x)))

;; replace a with $a(1-a)$ and $x$ with $x-y$ to obtain the desired inequality
;; ineqality
(local (defthm lemma-2
  (implies (and (realp a) (<= 0 a))
    (<= 0 (* a (square-fn x)))))))

(defthm square-fn-is-convex
  (implies (and (realp x) (realp y) (realp a) (<= 0 a) (<= a 1))
    (<= (square-fn (+ (* a x) (* (- 1 a) y)))
         (+ (* a (square-fn x)) (* (- 1 a) (square-fn y))))))
:hints ("GOAL" :use ((:instance lemma-2 (a (* a (- 1 a)))
                          (x (- x)))))
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**Program 7.2** Encapsulating a constant function `cvfn-1` and stating its convexity. This encapsulation also originally contained proofs for the other parts of Theorem 2 which are omitted here.

```
(encapsulate
  (((cvfn-1 *) => *)...)

(local (defun cvfn-1 (x) (declare (ignore x)) 1337))
...
(defthm cvfn-1-convex
  (implies (and (real-listp x) (real-listp y) (= (len y) (len x))
    (realp a) (<= 0 a) (<= a 1))
    (<= (cvfn-1 (vec+ (scalar-* a x) (scalar-* (- 1 a) y)))
        (+ (* a (cvfn-1 x)) (* (- 1 a) (cvfn-1 y))))))) ...
```

(e.g. lemma-1 in Program 7.3) are erased or hidden whereas non-local theorems (e.g. `a-*-cvfn-1-convex`) are exported to the logical world. Similarly, the local definition of a constrained function introduced by an encapsulation (e.g. `cvfn-1` in Program 7.2) is erased. All that is known about the constrained function is exported non-local theorems. Following the encapsulation, one can prove other theorems about the constrained functions but the proofs can only depend on the theorems exported from the encapsulation. Note that a constrained function is non-executable – ACL2 can reason about it using the rules created from the proven theorems but the function itself cannot be evaluated. The upshot is that the user can define some other function and prove theorems about it equivalent to the theorems exported from the encapsulation where the constrained function was defined via functional instantiation.

7.3 A Useful Lemma

Nesterov’s original proof of Theorem 3 in Introductory Lectures in Convex Optimization uses a particular inequality twice. However, its proof is not given and neither could we find a proof in the existing literature. For completeness, we include a machine (and handwritten) proof here and, for lack of a better name, we call it the pseudo triangle inequality.

**Lemma 4.** Let $\alpha \in [0, 1]$ and $x, y \in \mathbb{R}^n$. Then

$$\alpha(1 - \alpha)\|x - y\|^2 \leq \alpha\|x\|^2 + (1 - \alpha)\|y\|^2.$$  

Pseudo triangle inequality
Program 7.3 Supressing the definition of \textit{cvfn-1}, stating a special case of distributivity, and stating the convexity of $a \cdot f$.

\begin{verbatim}
(local (in-theory (disable (:d cvfn-1) (:e cvfn-1) (:t cvfn-1))))

(encapsulate nil

;; factor out alpha
(local (defthm lemma-1
  (implies (and (real-listp x) (real-listp y) (= (len y) (len x))
               (realp a) (<= 0 a) (<= a 1)
               (realp alpha) (<= 0 alpha))
  (= (+ (* a (* alpha (cvfn-1 x)))
       (* (- 1 a) (* alpha (cvfn-1 y))))
   (* alpha
    (+ (* a (cvfn-1 x))
    (* (- 1 a) (cvfn-1 y))))))

(defthm a-*-cvfn-1-convex
  (implies (and (real-listp x) (real-listp y) (= (len y) (len x))
               (realp a) (<= 0 a) (<= a 1)
               (realp alpha) (<= 0 alpha))
  (<= (* alpha (cvfn-1 (vec+ (scalar-* a x)
                        (scalar-* (- 1 a) y))))
    (* (* a (* alpha (cvfn-1 x)))
    (* (- 1 a) (* alpha (cvfn-1 y))))))
:hints ("GOAL" :in-theory (disable distributivity)
        :use ((:instance cvfn-1-convex)
           (:instance lemma-1))))
\end{verbatim}
7.3. A Useful Lemma

Proof. Observe,

\[
0 \leq (\alpha \|x\| - (1 - \alpha)\|y\|)^2 \\
= \alpha^2 \|x\|^2 + (1 - \alpha)^2 \|y\|^2 - 2\alpha(1 - \alpha)\|x\||\|y\| \\
= (\alpha - \alpha(1 - \alpha))\|x\|^2 + ((1 - \alpha) - \alpha(1 - \alpha))\|y\|^2 - 2\alpha(1 - \alpha)\|x\||\|y\| \\
= \alpha\|x\|^2 + (1 - \alpha)\|y\|^2 - \alpha(1 - \alpha)(\|x\|^2 + \|y\|^2 - 2\|x\||\|y\|) \\
= \alpha\|x\|^2 + (1 - \alpha)\|y\|^2 - \alpha(1 - \alpha)(\|x\| + \|y\|)^2
\]

so

\[
\alpha(1 - \alpha)\|x - y\|^2 \leq \alpha(1 - \alpha)(\|x\| + \|y\|)^2 \leq \alpha\|x\|^2 + (1 - \alpha)\|y\|^2
\]

where the first inequality follows from the (actual) triangle inequality. \(\square\)

The machine proof follows exactly the handwritten proof. Notably, the string of equalities in Equation 7.3 immediately passes in ACL2(r) which is a testament to ACL2’s affinity for truly automated deduction. We see this in Program 7.4.

Program 7.4 The string of equalities in Equation 7.3. We temporarily replace \(\|x\|, \|y\|\) with reals \(x, y\), respectively.

(local (defthm lemma-4
  (implies (and (realp a) (realp x) (realp y))
   (equal (* (- (* a x) (* (- 1 a) y))
            (- (* a x) (* (- 1 a) y)))
     (+ (* a (* x x))
        (* (- 1 a) (* y y))
        (- (* a (- 1 a) (* x y) (+ x y)))))))
)

The rest of the proof follows simply from the positivity of squares, the triangle inequality, and replacing \(x, y\) with \(\|x\|, \|y\|\), respectively. The final theorem is in Program 7.5.
Program 7.5 Pseudo triangle inequality formalised.

(deftm pseudo-triangle-inequality
 (implies (and (real-listp x) (real-listp y) (= (len y) (len x))
             (realp a) (<= 0 a) (<= a 1))
       (<= (* a (- 1 a) (metric^2 x y))
            (+ (* a (norm^2 x))
               (* (- 1 a) (norm^2 y))))) ...)
Chapter 8

Formalising Nesterov’s Theorem

While convexity and differentiability can open up a slew of optimisation techniques, requiring moderate smoothness conditions on the derivatives of convex functions can lead to extreme speed-ups in the convergence rates of algorithms (e.g. certain stochastic gradient descent methods [43]). In particular, Lipschitz continuity is one such condition. Recall the notation of Section 3.5: \( \mathcal{F}^1(\mathbb{R}^n) \) refers to the class of once continuously differentiable convex functions on \( \mathbb{R}^n \) and \( \mathcal{F}_L^1(\mathbb{R}^n) \) refers to the class of functions in \( \mathcal{F}^1(\mathbb{R}^n) \) with Lipschitz continuous derivatives (or gradients) with constant \( L \). Then Nesterov’s Theorem (i.e. Theorem 3 in Section 3.5) provides six equivalent conditions for showing that a function with a continuous first derivative (i.e. a function in \( \mathcal{F}^1(\mathbb{R}^n) \)) also has a Lipschitz continuous derivative (i.e. is in \( \mathcal{F}_L^1(\mathbb{R}) \)).

Theorem 3. Let \( f \in \mathcal{F}^1(\mathbb{R}^n), x, y \in \mathbb{R}^n \) and \( \alpha \in [0, 1] \). The following conditions are equivalent to \( f \in \mathcal{F}_L^1(\mathbb{R}^n) \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Nest. 1:} & \\
f(y) & \leq f(x) + \langle f'(x), y - x \rangle + \frac{L}{2} \|x - y\|^2 \\
f(x) + \langle f'(x), y - x \rangle + \frac{1}{2L} \|f'(x) - f'(y)\|^2 & \leq f(y) \\
\text{Nest. 2:} & \\
\frac{1}{L} \|f'(x) - f'(y)\|^2 & \leq \langle f'(x) - f'(y), x - y \rangle \\
\langle f'(x) - f'(y), x - y \rangle & \leq L \|x - y\|^2 \\
\text{Nest. 3:} & \\
f(\alpha x + (1 - \alpha) y) + \frac{\alpha(1 - \alpha)}{2L} \|f'(x) - f'(y)\|^2 & \leq \alpha f(x) + (1 - \alpha) f(y) \\
\text{Nest. 4:} & \\
\alpha f(x) + (1 - \alpha) f(y) & \leq f(\alpha x + (1 - \alpha) y) + \alpha(1 - \alpha) L \|x - y\|^2.
\end{align*}
\]

There are several motivations to prove Theorem 3 in ACL2(r). First, such a formalisation provides an unambiguous statement of the theorem. We
This chapter discusses our formalisation of Theorem 3. First, we look at the differences between our approach and Nesterov’s approach to proving Theorem 3. Second, we outline a few basic definitions and lemmas useful for the proof. Then, we outline some of the challenges we encountered during our formalisation of Theorem 3. Several of these issues involve the proofs of the remaining lemmas, which all require some user intervention beyond simple algebraic manipulation. We discuss two such instances; the others are omitted because we solve them similarly. Finally, we discuss the final form of Theorem 3 and the various considerations regarding it and alternative approaches.

8.1 Approach and Basic Definitions & Lemmas

In Introductory Lectures on Convex Optimization, Nesterov provided a proof that followed the structure visualised by Figure 8.1. His proof uses techniques that are not amenable to proofs in ACL2(r). In particular, integration is used multiple times to show some inequalities but integration in ACL2(r) is dependent on the function that is being integrated. This places extra obligations on the user. Our alternate approach shown in Figure 8.2 requires fewer instances of integration than Figure 8.1. Moreover, Figure 8.2 has fewer implications to prove in general and is visually more pleasing when compared to Figure 8.1. The primary difference in our approach is that we prove Nest. 4 from a straightforward application of Cauchy-Schwarz and omit Nest. 1 implies Nest. 4.

In addition to differences in visual symmetry, the more imaginative reader may notice that Figure 8.1 resembles a pet fish whereas Figure 8.2 resembles a rabbit. However, closer inspection reveals that the long “ears” in Figure 8.2 are more characteristic of hares than rabbits and hares are superior to pet fish. Snowshoe hares found in Yukon, Canada have been observed to eat, among other carrion, the carcasses of birds, Canadian Lynx (their primary predator), and, indeed, fish. The superiority of hares over fish serves as further evidence for the advantages in our approach over Nesterov’s.
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Figure 8.1: Nesterov’s proof of Theorem 3. Here Nest. 0 is Lipschitz continuity. Applying Cauchy-Schwarz is denoted by CS. Integration is denoted by ∫. Instantiating inequalities twice is denoted by ×2.

Stating a theorem about functions in ACL2 is an unnatural endeavour because ACL2 is a theorem prover for first-order logic so we cannot predicate over sets in general. The natural solution is to leverage encapsulation and functional instantiation to obtain pseudo-higher order behaviour. However, this means that the desired function for which the user wishes to apply Theorem 3 must pass the theorems within the encapsulation. To formalise the theorem in its greatest generality, it is necessary to suppress the definition of the witness function in the encapsulation and instead prove the theorems based on the properties of the function. To use functional instantiation, these properties must be proven for the desired function. Thus, we aim to minimize the number of properties that the user must show, and derive as much as possible within the encapsulation. In our case, the user obligations are the theorems and identities involving the continuity, derivative, and integral of the encapsulated functions as well as any forms explicitly involving the dimension of the space.

The encapsulated functions include the multivariate function of inte-
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Figure 8.2: Another proof of Theorem 3. Here Nest. 0 is Lipschitz continuity. Applying Cauchy-Schwarz is denoted by CS. Integration is denoted by $\int$. Instantiating inequalities twice is denoted by $\times 2$.

est \text{mvfn} and its derivative \text{nabla-mvfn}, the function that evaluates to the Lipschitz constant $L$, a helper function \text{phi} based on \text{mvfn} and its derivative \text{nabla-phi}, the recognizer for vectors with standard real entries \text{standard-vecp}, and the function, \text{DIM}, that evaluates to the dimension $n$ of the vector space. The helper function \text{phi} as originally defined by Nesterov is used to better elucidate the proof of a lemma [33, Lemma 1.2.3].

The prohibition of non-classical recursive functions and the necessity of a recognizer for vectors with standard entries forces the recognizer to be defined with a specific $n$ within the encapsulation. An encapsulation requires nevertheless a witness for the convex function of interest (which in this case happens to be the function $f(x) = 42$) so we set $n = 2$. The recognizer \text{standard-vecp} simply checks whether a vector of dimension 2 has standards in both its coordinates.
A recurring and particularly useful theorem is the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. It was formalised in Chapter 5 and the particular version we use is \texttt{Cauchy-Schwarz II} or \texttt{cauchy-schwarz-2} in Program 5.8.

There are several proofs of implications in Figure 8.2 that follow almost immediately from the mentioned definitions and lemmas. We outline one of them: Nest. 0 implies Nest. 4. The proof mimics the chain of inequalities

\[
L\|x - y\|^2 \geq \|f'(x) - f'(y)\| : \|x - y\| \geq \langle f'(x) - f'(y), x - y \rangle
\]

where the first inequality follows from Lipschitz continuity and the second inequality follows from \texttt{Cauchy-Schwarz II}. Indeed, applying Lipschitz continuity gives us the first inequality in Equation 8.1 as seen in Program 8.1. Applying \texttt{cauchy-schwarz-2} from Program 5.8 gives the second inequality of Equation 8.1 under absolute values as seen in Program 8.2. Eliminating absolute values gives the desired inequality (in an “expanded” form) as seen in Program 8.3. To state the implication in its full generality and for reasons to appear in the next section, we use Skolem functions to replace the inequalities in the theorem. The function definitions can be seen in Program 8.4. Here, \texttt{(defun-sk ineq-0 (L) ...)} introduces two new functions: \texttt{ineq-0} and \texttt{ineq-0-witness}. These are constrained functions similar to those defined by encapsulations (see Section 7.2). The rules introduced for these functions state that:

1. If there is a counterexample to the \texttt{forall} term, then \texttt{ineq-0-witness} returns such a counterexample; otherwise, \texttt{ineq-0-witness} just returns an arbitrary \(x, y\) pair.
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Program 8.2 The second inequality follows from Cauchy-Schwarz.

\[ |<f'(x) - f'(y), x - y>| \leq L||x - y||^2 \]

\[
\text{local (defthm lemma-3}
\]

\[
\text{(implies (and (real-listp x) (real-listp y)}
\]

\[
(= \text{(len y) (len x)) (* (len x) (DIM))}
\]

\[
(<= \text{(eu-norm (vec-- (nabla-mvfn x) (nabla-mvfn y)))}
\]

\[
(* L \text{(eu-norm (vec-- x y))})
\]

\[
(<= \text{(abs (dot (vec-- (nabla-mvfn x) (nabla-mvfn y))}
\]

\[
\text{(vec-- x y)})
\]

\[
(* L \text{(eu-norm (vec-- x y))})
\]

\[
\text{:hints ("GOAL" :use (...(:instance lemma-2))})
\]

Program 8.3 The desired implication in an expanded form.

\[ <f'(x) - f'(y), x - y> \leq L ||x - y||^2 \]

\[
\text{(defthm ineq-0-implies-ineq-4-expanded}
\]

\[
\text{(implies (and (real-listp x) (real-listp y)}
\]

\[
(= \text{(len y) (len x)) (* (len x) (DIM))}
\]

\[
(<= \text{(eu-metric (nabla-mvfn x) (nabla-mvfn y)))}
\]

\[
(* L \text{(eu-metric x y))})
\]

\[
(<= \text{(dot (vec-- (nabla-mvfn x) (nabla-mvfn y)) (vec-- x y))}
\]

\[
(* L \text{(metric^2 x y))})
\]

\[
\text{:hints ("GOAL" :use (...(:instance lemma-3))})
\]
2. The function \texttt{ineq-0} returns the result of applying the test for the inequality to the values of \(x, y\) returned by \texttt{ineq-0-witness}. Note that if the \texttt{forall} claim holds, then it holds for the arbitrary \(x\) and \(y\) returned by \texttt{ineq-0-witness}, and \texttt{ineq-0} returns \texttt{t}. Conversely, if the \texttt{forall} claim does not hold, then \texttt{ineq-0-witness} returns a counterexample, and \texttt{ineq-0} returns \texttt{nil}. Because these are constrained functions and, in particular, not executable, the user doesn’t need to write code that tests such a witness. When proving \texttt{ineq-0-implies-ineq-4}, ACL2 uses the hypothesis of \texttt{ineq-0} to infer that no such counterexample exists, and uses that to prove that \texttt{ineq-4} must hold for any \(x\) and \(y\).

The theorem then becomes of the form seen in Program 8.5 where the hypotheses function constrains any witness of a counterexample to must consist of two real vectors of length \((\text{DIM})\). All implications in Figure 8.2 are of this form.

The other implications that follow mainly from the definitions are \texttt{Nest. 4} implies \texttt{Nest. 1} and \texttt{Nest. 1} implies \texttt{Nest. 2}.

Program 8.4 Skolem functions that allow us to invoke the \texttt{forall} quantifier.

\begin{verbatim}
;; Lipschitz continuity \|f'(x) - f'(y)\| \leq L \|x - y\|
(defun-sk ineq-0 (L)
 (forall (x y)
  (<= (eu-metric (nabla-mvfn x) (nabla-mvfn y))
       (* L (eu-metric x y))))...)

;; <f'(x) - f'(y), x - y> \leq L \|x - y\|^2
(defun-sk ineq-4 (L)
 (forall (x y)
  (<= (dot (vec-- (nabla-mvfn x) (nabla-mvfn y)) (vec-- x y))
       (* L (metric^2 x y))))...)
\end{verbatim}

Program 8.5 Nest. 0 implies \texttt{Nest. 4}

\begin{verbatim}
(defthm ineq-0-implies-ineq-4
 (implies (and (hypotheses (ineq-4-witness (L)) (DIM))
              (ineq-0 (L)))
          (ineq-4 (L)))...)
\end{verbatim}
8.2 Instantiating Inequalities

The proof of Nest. 2 implies Nest. 3 amounts to adding two copies of Nest. 2 with \(x, y\) swapped. This induces issues with the proof of the implication. The natural form of the lemma would involve Nest. 2 among the hypotheses as in Program 8.6.

Program 8.6 An “obvious” way to state Nest. 2 implies Nest. 3.

\[
\text{(defthm ineq-2-implies-ineq-3)} \\
\text{ (implies (and (real-listp x) (real-listp y) (= (len y) (len x)) (= (len x) (DIM)) (ineq-2 (L))))} \\
\text{(ineq-3 (L)))...}
\]

However, to instantiate a copy of Nest. 2 with swapped \(x, y\) in such a form would be equivalent to

\[
\forall x, y, (P(x, y) \implies P(y, x))
\]

where \(P\) is a predicate (in this case equivalent to Nest. 2), which is not necessarily true. The form we wish to have is

\[
(\forall x, y, P(x, y)) \implies (\forall x, y, P(y, x)).
\]

In order to instantiate another copy of Nest. 2 within the implication requires quantifiers within the theorem statement. The usual approach involves using Skolem functions to introduce quantified variables. With this method, we can instantiate the two copies with swapped variables as in Program 8.7.

We also considered simply including two copies of the inequality with swapped variables among the hypotheses. This has two advantages. Firstly, with such a form, the lemma becomes stronger because the hypothesis \(P(x, y)\wedge P(y, x)\) is weaker than \(\forall x, y, P(x, y)\). Secondly, the lemma is slightly easier to pass in ACL2(r). However, the primary drawback is that this form is inconsistent with the other lemmas and the final form of Nesterov’s theorem becomes less elegant (e.g. showing Nest. 1 implies Nest. 2 would also require two copies of Nest. 1).

The lemmas Nest. 1 implies Nest. 6 and Nest. 2 implies Nest. 5 also requires instantiating multiple copies of the antecedent inequalities (albeit with different vectors).
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Program 8.7 Instantiating two copies of Nest. 2 with swapped variables.

(defthm ineq-2-expanded-v1
  (implies (ineq-2 (L))
    (and (<= (+ (mvfn x) (dot (nabla-mvfn x) (vec-- y x))
                 (* (/ (* 2 (L)))
                  (metric^2 (nabla-mvfn x) (nabla-mvfn y))))
         (mvfn y))
    (<= (+ (mvfn y) (dot (nabla-mvfn y) (vec-- x y))
                 (* (/ (* 2 (L)))
                  (metric^2 (nabla-mvfn y) (nabla-mvfn x))))
         (mvfn x))))...)

8.3 Taking Limits

In the language of non-standard analysis, limits amount to taking standard-parts. For example, \( \lim_{x \to a} f(x) \) is equivalent to \( \text{st}(f(x)) \) when \( x - a \) is an infinitesimal. However, for products, say, \( xy \), the identity \( \text{st}(xy) = \text{st}(x) \text{st}(y) \) only holds when \( x, y \) are both finite reals. In the proof of Nest. 6 implies Nest. 1, there is a step that requires taking the limit of \( (1 - \alpha)\|y - x\|^2 \) as \( \alpha \to 0 \). Now, if \( \alpha > 0 \) is an infinitesimal,

\[
\text{st}((1 - \alpha)\|y - x\|^2) = \text{st}(1 - \alpha) \text{st}(\|y - x\|^2) = \|y - x\|^2
\]

is easy to satisfy when \( x, y \) are vectors with standard real components. Moreover, requiring variables to be standard is consistent with some instances of single variable theorems (e.g., the product of continuous functions is continuous). It then remains to state such a hypothesis using, say, a recognizer standard-vecp as in Program 8.8. The natural approach to defining standard-vecp would be to simply recurse on the length of a vector applying standarddp to each entry. However, standarddp is non-classical and this definition encounters a common issue throughout our ACL2(r) formalisation in that such a definition would be a non-classical recursive function which is forbidden in ACL2(r) (see Section 6.3). Because standard-vecp is dependent on the dimension, our solution is to encapsulate the function and prove the necessary theorems involving it (e.g., metric^2 is standarddp on standard-vecp values). For the case \( n = 2 \), we simply check the length of the vector is two and that both entries are standard reals. A final note regarding the lemma is the hypothesis \( \alpha > 0 \) replacing the weaker \( \alpha \geq 0 \)
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Program 8.8 Introducing standard-vecp into the hypotheses.

(defthm ineq-6-implies-ineq-1-expanded
  (implies (and (real-listp x) (real-listp y)
               (= (len y) (len x)) (= (len x) (DIM))
               (realp alpha) (i-small alpha)
               (< 0 alpha) (<= alpha 1)
               (standard-vecp x) (standard-vecp y)
               (<= (+ (* alpha (mvfn y))
                    (* (- 1 alpha) (mvfn x)))
                    (+ (mvfn (vec-- (scalar-* alpha y))
                           (scalar-* (- 1 alpha) x)))
                    (* (/ (L) 2)
                        alpha
                        (- 1 alpha)
                        (metric^2 y x))))
               (<= (mvfn y)
                    (+ (mvfn x)
                        (dot (nabla-mvfn x) (vec-- y x)))
                        (* (/ (L) 2) (metric^2 y x))))...)

since part of the proof depends on dividing by α.

The other lemma that requires similar hypotheses is the implication Nest. 5 implies Nest. 2.

8.4 Nesterov’s Final Form

Finally, we discuss our final form of Theorem 3 as well as several alternatives and their considerations. The final form can be seen in Program 8.9. The function hypotheses ensures that we are dealing with real vectors of the correct dimension. The function st-hypotheses ensure that the vectors have standard entries due to the necessity of taking limits. The function alpha-hypotheses is the same as hypotheses but includes the hypothesis that α ∈ [0, 1]. The function alpha->-0-hypotheses ensures that α > 0 for the case of taking limits.

In Section 8.1, we saw, for each lemma, the basic structure involving Skolem functions. In Section 8.2, we cited elegance and ease of instantiation as reasons for using Skolem functions. Because stating even the shorter inequalities in Polish notation would quickly become awkward and unintelligible (e.g. Program 8.10), it became desirable for us to define the inequalities
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Program 8.9 Theorem 3

(defthm nesterov
  ;; theorem statement
  (implies (and (hypotheses (ineq-0-witness (L)) (DIM))
               (hypotheses (ineq-1-witness (L)) (DIM))
               (hypotheses (ineq-2-witness (L)) (DIM))
               (hypotheses (ineq-3-witness (L)) (DIM))
               (hypotheses (ineq-4-witness (L)) (DIM))
               (st-hypotheses (ineq-1-witness (L)))
               (st-hypotheses (ineq-2-witness (L)))
               (alpha-hypotheses (ineq-5-witness (L)) (DIM))
               (alpha-hypotheses (ineq-6-witness (L)) (DIM))
               (alpha->0-hypotheses (ineq-5 (L)))
               (alpha->0-hypotheses (ineq-6 (L)))
               (or (ineq-0 (L)) (ineq-1 (L)) (ineq-2 (L))
               (ineq-3 (L)) (ineq-4 (L)) (ineq-5 (L))
               (ineq-6 (L))))
  (and (ineq-0 (L)) (ineq-1 (L)) (ineq-2 (L)) (ineq-3 (L))
       (ineq-4 (L)) (ineq-5 (L)) (ineq-6 (L))))
  ;; hints, etc. for ACL2(r)
  ...)
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in a clean and clear manner. One simple approach would be to define the inequalities as ACL2 functions or macros. Unfortunately, during the course of our formalisation, we found that the rewriter would be tempted to “simplify” or otherwise change the form of the inequality via arithmetic rules. This made applications of certain theorems more involved and arduous than necessary. Therefore, it would be necessary to disable the function definitions anyways. In addition to permitting instantiations of inequalities with different vectors within a single theorem statement, Skolem functions would allow us to suppress or “hide” the explicit inequality thus providing a clear, concise, and compact package.

Program 8.10 [Nest. 5] in Polish notation.

\[
\begin{align*}
(\leq & \ (+ \ (\text{mvfn} \ (\text{vec-}+ \ (\text{scalar-*} \ \alpha \ y) \ (\text{scalar-*} \ (-1 \ \alpha) \ x))) \\
& \ (* \ (/ \ (* \ 2 \ (L)) \\
& \ (* \ \alpha \ (-1 \ \alpha) \ (\text{metric}^2 \ (\nabla \text{mvfn} \ y) \\
& \ (\nabla \text{mvfn} \ x)))))) \\
& \ (* \ (* \ \alpha \ (\text{mvfn} \ y)) \ (* \ (-1 \ \alpha) \ (\text{mvfn} \ x))))
\end{align*}
\]

On the other hand, this form has the unfortunate drawback of making the proof of the theorem slightly more involved. By introducing Skolem functions we also introduce the necessity of witness functions; proving the lemmas in terms of the witness functions may occasionally become onerous. For example, to state the hypotheses that the entries of the witness functions are real vectors of the same dimension, we would like to define a hypotheses function. However, explicitly exhibiting the witness functions within the definition of hypotheses leads to a signature mismatch. We instead pass the witnesses for each Skolem function to the appropriate hypotheses function.

8.5 Ambiguities in Nesterov’s Statement

Theorem 3 as stated by Nesterov in Introductory Lectures on Convex Optimization begins with

“All the conditions below, holding for all \( x, y \in \mathbb{R}^n \) and \( \alpha \) from \([0, 1]\), are equivalent to inclusion \( f \in \mathcal{F}_{L}^{1,1}(\mathbb{R}^n) \ldots \)”

and then proceeds to list inequalities [Nest. 1] through [Nest. 6] (Nesterov writes \( \mathcal{F}_{L}^{k,p}(\mathbb{R}^n) \) for convex \( k \) times differentiable functions on \( \mathbb{R}^n \) with Lipschitz continuous \( p \)-th derivative with constant \( L \)). What does Nesterov
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interpretation</th>
<th>Correctness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \forall f : \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}, f \in F_{L}^{1,1} \iff N1 \iff \cdots \iff N6 )</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \forall f \in C, f \in F_{L}^{1,1} \iff N1 \iff \cdots \iff N6 )</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \forall f \in C^{1,1}, f \in F_{L}^{1,1} \iff N1 \iff \cdots \iff N6 )</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \forall f \in C_{L}^{1,1}, f \in F_{L}^{1,1} \iff N1 \iff \cdots \iff N6 )</td>
<td>Almost True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \forall f \in F^{1,1}, f \in F_{L}^{1,1} \iff N1 \iff \cdots \iff N6 )</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.2: Multiple interpretations of Nesterov’s statement. Here, we write \(F_{L}^{1,1}\) for \(F_{L}^{1,1}(\mathbb{R}^n)\), \(C_{L}^{1,1}\) for continuous functions on \(\mathbb{R}^n\) with indices retaining their previous meaning, \(N1\) for Nest. 1, etc.

mean? At first glance, it appears that he means if any function satisfies any of the six inequalities, then it is convex with Lipschitz continuous gradient and satisfies any of the other inequalities. However, looking at any of Nest. 1 to Nest. 6 makes it clear this is not the case. In fact, there are multiple interpretations of the statement, yet only one is true. Some examples are seen in Table 8.2.

The theorem actually requires the assumption \(f \in F^{1}(\mathbb{R}^n)\), but this hypothesis is not explicitly stated in the theorem statement in Nesterov’s original text. Instead, the assumption is implicit in the preceding text. On the other hand, Nest. 5 implies that \(f\) is convex. Nest. 2 through Nest. 6 implicitly have an existential quantification of \(L\). Furthermore, note the placement of the quantifiers (as discussed in Section 8.2). Each N1 is of the form

\[
\forall x, y, \text{ hypotheses}(x, y) \implies \text{ ineq-1}(x, y)
\]

and similarly for N2, N3, etc. Thus, N1 \(\iff\) N2 means

\[
(\forall x, y, \text{ hypotheses}(x, y) \implies \text{ ineq-1}(x, y)) \upharpoonright \downharpoonleft
\]

\[
(\forall x, y, \text{ hypotheses}(x, y) \implies \text{ ineq-2}(x, y)).
\]

and, in particular, Nesterov’s theorem is not

\[
\forall x, y, \text{ hypotheses}(x, y) \implies (\text{ ineq-1}(x, y) \iff \text{ ineq-2}(x, y)).
\]

By stating and proving the theorem in ACL2(r), these ambiguities are avoided.
Chapter 9

Conclusion and Future Work

The various structures of $\mathbb{R}^n$ are very rich in mathematical theory and hold applications in various areas of science. In this thesis, we presented a formalisation of the space from two perspectives. This choice of perspectives is arguably among the most fundamental. It is the vector space structure of $\mathbb{R}^n$ that provides the necessary operations between its elements. Indeed, one would be hard-pressed to find any view of $\mathbb{R}^n$ that does not assume any operations on the domain. Moreover, inner products are the path to calculus: inner products lead to norms; norms lead to metrics; and metrics lead to real analysis. The formalisation of $\mathbb{R}^n$ as a metric space is among the last steps before multivariate calculus which is in and of itself full of applications and left as future work.

During the course of formalisation, emphasis was placed on using algebraic methods to prove theorems that would have otherwise been proved via induction. For example, compare the various flavours Cauchy-Schwarz proofs; there are geometric proofs, analytical proofs, combinatorial proofs, inductive proofs, etc. [49] whereas we followed an algebraic approach. Considering ACL2(r)’s strengths with regards to induction, the choice may seem odd. Indeed, there are several potential inductive candidates we considered before proceeding at the onset of this endeavour. However, most of these candidates inducted over the dimension of $\mathbb{R}^n$ and required reasoning over the real entries of vectors. We suspect unwinding the vectors and guiding ACL2(r) through such a proof would be more onerous than the one outlined in this paper. Moreover, our formalisation of inner product spaces already provided the exact tools necessary for the chosen proof of Cauchy-Schwarz (i.e. vectors, vector-vector operations, scalar-vector operations, inner products, etc.) without resorting to reasoning over individual reals. The precision of this approach is arguably more elegant. Not only does the formalisation of Cauchy-Schwarz suggest various applications to areas in which it appears (e.g. in functional analysis, probability theory, combinatorics, etc.), but the ACL2(r) proof is a demonstration of how the inner product space properties can be used to prove useful and interesting mathematical theorems with a mechanical theorem prover.
Unfortunately, algebraic approaches require significant guidance from the user. The solution may be to leverage automated tools that perform better at symbolic manipulation. To this end, the properties of the inner product space axioms might be amenable to certification by a SMT solver via smtlink [35, 36]. The challenge here is that SMT solvers do not perform induction – we need to leave that for ACL2. On the other hand, we might be able to treat operations on vectors as uninterpreted functions with constraints corresponding to the requirements for a function to be an inner product, a norm, etc.

One more reason to take an algebraic approach is to explicitly avoid an inductive one. While ACL2 relies heavily on and excels at induction, this recursive strategy can fail for vectors in a non-standard setting due to soundness motivated limitations outlined in Section 6.3. We avoid recursion by instead reasoning about the essential properties of the data structure; for example, the maximum element in a vector of real numbers. The upshot is that this approach provides a viable method for reasoning about continuity which serves to justify our formalisation of metric spaces (with respect to the Euclidean metric). Moreover, there is still potential to further extend \( \mathbb{R}^n \) as a metric space. The notions of continuity are independent of the metric used and \( d_2 \) may be replaced with any metric on \( \mathbb{R}^n \). By way of encapsulation, pseudo-higher-order techniques may be employed to easily formalise various real metric spaces – especially if we consider the metrics induced by other \( p \)-norms. Among the extensions of \( \mathbb{R}^n \) as a metric space is proving its completeness. Addressing Cauchy sequences traditionally follows from an application of Bolzano-Weierstrass which has yet to be formalised [44]. Stating completeness in terms of infinitesimals and ACL2(r) is a farther but tantalizing prospect. Upon doing so, we would have a formalisation of \( \mathbb{R}^n \) as a Hilbert space [39].

To serve as proof of feasibility for these constructions, we also presented a set of theorems for reasoning about convex functions in ACL2(r). Our theory of convex functions also justifies the utility of our formalisation of the proceeding inner product and metric space theories by serving as an automated tool for reasoning in an application-heavy area of mathematics. Our particular interest in this work is the potential applications to verifying, among other areas, optimisation algorithms used in machine learning. To this end, we chose a theorem of Nesterov’s to serve as an example of the analytical reasoning possible in our formalisation. The natural next step would be to develop a proper theory of multivariate calculus to further automate the reasoning of optimisation algorithms.
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Appendix A

Classical Proofs

**Theorem 2.** If \( f : \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) and \( g : \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) and \( h : \mathbb{R} \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) are convex with \( h \) monotonically increasing, then

1. \( a \cdot f \) is convex for any real \( a \geq 0 \),
2. \( f + g \) is convex,
3. \( h \circ f \) is convex.

**Proof.** Let \( \alpha \in [0,1] \). If \( f \) is convex, then so is \( af \) for \( a \geq 0 \) since

\[
af(\alpha x + (1-\alpha)y) \leq a(\alpha f(x) + (1-\alpha)f(y)) = \alpha(af(x)) + (1-\alpha)(af(y)).
\]

A.1

If \( f \) and \( g \) are both convex, then

\[
(f + g)(\alpha x + (1-\alpha)y) = f(\alpha x + (1-\alpha)y) + g(\alpha x + (1-\alpha)y)
\]

\[
\leq \alpha f(x) + (1-\alpha)f(y) + \alpha g(x) + (1-\alpha)g(y) \quad \text{A.2}
\]

\[
= \alpha(f + g)(x) + (1-\alpha)(f + g)(y).
\]

If \( f \) is convex and \( h \) is convex and monotonically increasing, then

\[
h \circ f(\alpha x + (1-\alpha)y) \leq h(\alpha f(x) + (1-\alpha)f(y)) \leq \alpha h \circ f(x) + (1-\alpha)h \circ f(y) \quad \text{A.3}
\]

where the first inequality follows from the convexity of \( f \) and monoticity of \( h \) and the second inequality follows from the convexity of \( h \).

**Theorem 3.** Let \( f \in \mathcal{F}^1(\mathbb{R}^n) \), \( x, y \in \mathbb{R}^n \) and \( \alpha \in [0,1] \). The following
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conditions are equivalent to $f \in F^1_L(\mathbb{R}^n)$:

$$f(y) \leq f(x) + \langle f'(x), y - x \rangle + \frac{L}{2} \|x - y\|^2 \quad \text{Nest. 1}$$

$$f(x) + \langle f'(x), y - x \rangle + \frac{1}{2L} \|f'(x) - f'(y)\|^2 \leq f(y) \quad \text{Nest. 2}$$

$$\frac{1}{L} \|f'(x) - f'(y)\|^2 \leq \langle f'(x) - f'(y), x - y \rangle \quad \text{Nest. 3}$$

$$\langle f'(x) - f'(y), x - y \rangle \leq L \|x - y\|^2 \quad \text{Nest. 4}$$

$$f(\alpha x + (1 - \alpha)y) + \frac{\alpha(1 - \alpha)}{2L} \|f'(x) - f'(y)\|^2 \leq \alpha f(x) + (1 - \alpha)f(y) \quad \text{Nest. 5}$$

$$\alpha f(x) + (1 - \alpha)f(y) \leq f(\alpha x + (1 - \alpha)y) + \alpha(1 - \alpha)\frac{L}{2} \|x - y\|^2. \quad \text{Nest. 6}$$

**Proof.** We first show [Nest. 1] implies [Nest. 6] By [Nest. 1] we have

$$f(x) \leq f(z) + \langle f'(z), x - z \rangle + \frac{L}{2} \|z - x\|^2 \quad \text{A.4}$$

and

$$f(y) \leq f(z) + \langle f'(z), y - z \rangle + \frac{L}{2} \|z - y\|^2. \quad \text{A.5}$$

Add Equation [A.4] multiplied by $\alpha$ to Equation [A.5] multiplied by $1 - \alpha$ and simplify to obtain

$$\alpha f(x) + (1 - \alpha)f(y) \geq f(z) + \alpha \langle f'(z), x - z \rangle + (1 - \alpha)\langle f'(z), y - z \rangle$$

$$+ \frac{\alpha(1 - \alpha)}{2L} \|f'(y) - f'(z)\|^2 \quad \text{A.6}$$

Set $z = \alpha x + (1 - \alpha)y$ and apply Lemma 4 to obtain [Nest. 6] The proof for [Nest. 2] implies [Nest. 5] is similar.

To see [Nest. 1] from [Nest. 6] swap $x$ and $y$ in [Nest. 6] and rearrange to obtain

$$f(y) \geq f(x) + \frac{f(x + \alpha(y - x)) - f(x)}{\alpha} + \frac{1 - \alpha}{2L} \|f'(x) - f'(y)\|^2. \quad \text{A.7}$$

Take $\alpha \to 0$ to obtain [Nest. 1] The proof of [Nest. 5] implies [Nest. 2] is similar.

For [Nest. 0] implies [Nest. 4] apply Cauchy-Schwarz.
We now prove Nest. 4 implies Nest. 1. Observe
\[ f(y) - f(x) - \langle f'(x), y - x \rangle = \int_0^1 \langle f'(x + \tau(y - x)) - f'(x), y - x \rangle d\tau \]
\[ \leq L\|y - x\|^2 \int_0^1 \tau d\tau \]
\[ = \frac{L}{2}\|y - x\|^2 \]
which gives us Nest. 1.

Now we show Nest. 1 implies Nest. 2. Assume Nest. 1. Let \( \varphi(x) = f(x) - \langle f'(x_0), x \rangle \) for some arbitrary but fixed \( x_0 \). Observe \( \varphi \) is continuous, convex, and differentiable and \( \varphi(x_0) \leq \varphi(x) \) for any \( x \). Moreover, \( \varphi'(x) = f'(x) - f'(x_0) \). Then
\[ \varphi \left( y - \frac{1}{L}\varphi'(x) \right) \leq \varphi(y) + \langle \varphi'(y), y - \frac{1}{L}\varphi'(y) - y \rangle + \frac{1}{2L}\|\varphi'(y)\|^2 \]
\[ = \varphi(y) - \frac{1}{2L}\|\varphi'(y)\|^2 \]
gives us Nest. 2.

Add two copies of Nest. 2 with swapped variables to obtain Nest. 3.
Apply Cauchy-Schwarz to Nest. 3 to obtain Lipschitz continuity which brings us back to Nest. 0.